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ABSTRACT 

Framing the Quilt: 
Historicai and Conternporary Quilts of New Brunswick aad Nova Scotia 

Alison Crossman 

The frame through which we perceive quilts continues to evolve. Quilts have 

moved fiom their functional ongins covenng beds to adorning the wdls of exhibition 

spaces. The feminist movement beginning in the early 1970s, as well as the recognition 

of and the gradua1 acceptance of utilitarian processes as artistic ones, witnessed a 

reclaiming of quilts as fine art objects. With this new Nitus, a debate ensued as to 

whether it was a beneficial move for quilts and their culture. However, within this 

paradigrn shifi and despite technological advancements, the communicative power of 

quilts remains constant and has much to offer artists, curators, historians, writers, and 

activists. This thesis traces the quilt's path fiom the 1800s to present day, establishing 

and explonng three ways in which quilts produce meaning, what they are signifjmg, and 

the transformations quilts have undergone. It will focus on several historical quilts from 

the collections of the New Brunswick and Nova Scotia museums and on four 

contemporary artists: Margaret Sawyer and Lois Wilby-Hooper of New Brunswick and 

Janet Pope and Barbara Carter of Nova Scotia Through the three mannen of generating 

meaning, a quilt has the ability to: delineate information and emotion; organize and 

cultivate women's social and political activities; and rake awareness for important social 

issues. The broadening of the quilt's fkme has enabled a variety of artistic, theoretical, 

and activist practices to develop. 

. . . 
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One thing 1 have learned throughout this journey is that quilr  have a life cycle of 

their own and deeply affect those who own them, who sew them, and also those who 

wrïte about them. At the suggestion of my thesis advisor, Professor Ianice Helland, I 

enrolled in a quilting class and experienced first-hand the sense of sisterhood, community 

and healing present in the quiitmakjng tradition From my initial research to the finai 

draft of this thesis, several of the ideas I ciiscuss and develop surfaced in my life. My 

great aunt's eulogy praised her for her sewing ability as she was a beautiful quilter. 1 

added stitches to the Life Ouilt For Breast Cancer while visiting rny mother at the 

hospita1 who was successfuily fighting cancer for the second time. And for nine months 

this thesis paralleled my sister's pregnancy, which led to the women attending her baby 

shower to contribute stitches to a baby's quilt 1 had begun. Quilts touch our lives in more 

ways than we are conscious of and mark special people and events. 

Part of the reason for enrolling in the Master's programme was to challenge 

myself. The challenge of writing and completing this thesis could not bave been met 

without the support, guidance, and encouragement of several people. First, I wish to 

extend my profound gratitude to my committee, Professors Janice Helland, Loren Lemer 

and Catherine M a c K e ~ e ,  for their insighthil comments and unfailing enthusiasrn and 

for showing me much compassion and invaluable support 

Second, the artists discussed in this thesis showed great generosity for invit ing me 

into their homes and lives. I thank them for their beautifid and thought provoking works 

which continue to inspire me. 
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I would also like to express my thanks to my colleagws at the Leonard & Bina 

Ellen Art Gallery for theu patience and understanding throughout the past few months; it 

has been a delight working with you. Thanks to everyone I dragged to quilt fairs 

throughout New Brunswick and Nova Scotia including my fiiends, whom I treasure and 

my family who is deserving of much credit Thank you Joan for introducing me to Janet 

Pope and for your unwavering interest and support. Thad  you Zana, my older and wiser 

sister, for showing me the way and giving me hope. Thank you Mum for showing me 

what strength and courage tnùy meam Thank you Dad for introducing me to the 

wonderful world of art and leading me to rny passion. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The rise of the feminist movement in the 1970s reclaimed and celebrated 

women's textile arts. Through collaborative art projects Iike The Dinner Partv (1974-79) 

and books like Roszika Parker's The Subversive Stitch: Embroidery and the Makine of 

the Ferninine (1984), textiles began a slow and difficult journey into the realm of fine art 

and art history. Shidying these femulist productions and seeing the quilts of Canadian 

artists Joyce Wieland, Barbara Todd, and Janet Pope prompted me to examine this 

medium and its place in Canadian art history. More specifically, my focus is New 

Brunswick and Nova Scotia, where quiltmaking has continued to thrive and evolve 

throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centunces. 

It is my position that quilts are rich and provocative resources from which much 

cm be learned. However, due to the number of transformations a quilt has experienced, 

such as the fine art s ta tu  and technological advancements, it is legitimate to question 

whether the cultural value of a quilt has diminished In order to answer this question, 1 

examine how a quilt produces meaning and what kind of information a quilt signifies as 

well as the vanous transformations the quilt has undergone. My primary method to 

accomplish this is to explore the social history of quilts beginning with the 1800s and 

continuing untii today. I selected several historical quilts fiorn the New Brunswick and 

Nova Scotia provincial museums as well as four contempomry artists: Margaret Sawyer 

and Lois Wilby-Hooper of New Brunswick and Janet Pope and Barbara Carter of Nova 

Scotia to explore the various aspects of the quiltmaking tradition, noted above, of these 

two provinces. 



The feminist writings of Rotsika Parker, Paûicia Mainardi and Rosi Braidotti, to 

name a few, have been principal sources in ternis of guiding my feminist methodologies 

and infiuencing my treatment of quilts. Women's diaries and autobiographies tiom the 

two provinces wrïtten during the nineteenth cenhiry and Scott Robson and Sharon 

MacDonald's comprehensive s tudy of Nova Scotian quilts were key in contextual izing 

the production and consumption of quilts. Meeting and intem-ew-ng the four artists 

discussed in this thesis as well as the curatoa of both province's provincial museums 

proved beneficial in locating the contemporary position of both traditional quilts and art 

quilts. 

Feminist practices of the 1970s engaged in the retrieval and celebration of 

traditional feminine crafts. Pemina Bamett states that this celebratory approach caused 

"women" and "traditional female arts" to collapse into one category: "woman". ' Frorn 

this, the term "traditional female arts" can lead to an essential or universaf feminine 

implication.' While quilting may indeed be feminized, its producen do not need to be 

generalized and essentialized. Undoubtedy, within the quiltmaking tradition there exists 

a strong sense of sisterhood prevalent at most quilting classes or bees. Sisterhood, the 

feeling of camaraderie and closeness, is sometimes denounced for its essenhalist 

implication since it suggests an erasing of difference; howeve. the women involved in 

this particular creative process, oflen form an eclectic variety of experiences and 

backgrounds. 

' Pennina Bamett, "Afierthoughts on Curating 'The Subversive S titch' ," New Feminist 
Art Cnticism, ed. Katy Deepwell (Manchester: Manchester UP, 1995): 80. 
%amet& 80. 
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Griselda Pollock cautions feminist writers that in order to avoid "the embrace of 

the feminine stereotype which homogenizes women's work as detemined by naturd 

gender, we must stress the heterogeneity of women's art work, the specificity of 

individual producers and pr~ducts".~ My intention is to avoid grouping quilts and their 

rnakers under one homogeneous umbrella, especially since I am focussing on one group 

of women. To do so would generalize the different experiences, circumstances and 

identities which play a key role in the production of a quilt. Alternatively, assuming a 

deconstructionist or destabilinng position stresses the diveaity of  women7s experiences. 

By celebrating the tradition of quiltmaking, I am achowledging, by default, the category 

'woman7. However, I intend to complicate this category by exploring the lived 

experiences of individual women, In Rosi Braidottî's article "Sexual Differences as a 

Nomadic Political Project," she sees identity as a site of  differences. She devises three 

levels of sexual difference: differences between men and women; direrences among 

women; and differences within each woman." I will be stressing Braidoni's second level 

of difference, differences among women. While the social system for women may have 

been similar in these rurai provinces, women's experiences of the nineteenth centuxy are 

distinctive; whether it was religion, literature, culture, or everyday life which fueled a 

qui ltmaker' s creative impulses. 

Women artists working with fabric inevitably end up working in the margins. 

Dealing with artists and a medium that are viewed as "marginal*, 1 have assumed a 
- - - - - - 

'Griselda Pollock, "Modemity and the Spaces of Femininity," Vision and DifTerence: 
Femininitv, Feminism and the Histories of Art, ed. Griselda Pollock (London: Routledge, 
1988): 55. 
'Rosi Braidotti, "Sexual Difference as a Nomadic Political Projecf Nomadic Subiects: 
Embodiment and Sexual Difference in Contemmrarv Feminist Theow, ed. Rosi Braidotti 
(New York: Columbia UP, 1994): 1%. 



deconstructionist position attacking the centre and allowing the marj$ns to speak by 

articulating the experiences of individual women 1 accomplished this with the use of 

private documentation and engaging in an oral history through conversations with artists 

living in these two provinces. However, beginni-og in the 1 9 7 0 ~ ~  quilts entered the 

rnainstream artworld and were affiliated with modemism. The emphasis on fonnalism 

during this era forced a separation between quilts and their culture. In an attempt to unite 

the bvo again, 1 have played down the quilt's formaikt elements, by focusing on their 

conceptuai elements, primarily those which allow the quilt to continue to speak fiom the 

rnargins about women's health and welfare issues. Dealing with the issue of women's 

health and welfare, my position strategically employs a positive essentialismS in order to 

address issues of disease and physical and psychological abuse threatening many women, 

no matter their race, class, or religion. 

Semiology forms another part of my method in terms of offering a means to 

examine the quilt as a language - a system of signs - offering another form of 

communication. Through its physicai rnake-up, imagery, title, motive for creation, and 

placement, a quilt has much to convey and evoke in the lives of the rnaker, the artworld, 

literature, popular culture, and the political arena. The theory of signs is crucial when 

examining quilts for they are filled with symbols. A quilt is, in a sense, a text(i1e) waiting 

to be read and interpreted. Aside fiom this, semiology is ofien linked to literary theory 

and 1 discw two literary works to accentuate my points: Margaret Atwood's Alias Gnice 

- -- - 

'Gayaüi Chakravorty Spivak, "Can the Subaitem Speak?" Marxism and the Intemretation 
of Culture, eds. Cary Nelson and Lawrence Grossberg (Urbana: University of Illinois 
Press, 1988): 271-3 13. 



(1996) and Donna E. Smyth7s Ouilt (2982). 1 have selected these two novels for their 

metaphorid use of  a quilt The vocabuiary of textiles, and more specifically 

quiltmaking, is often incorporated into everyday parole. The English languap is steeped 

in fabric metaphon. One might Say, 1 weave methodologies of feminism and semiology 

throughout this text, piece together concepts, and uncover a quilt7s Iuyers of meaning. 

These academic methodologies coupled with my first attempt at sewing a quilt and 

participating in a quilting group have sbaped the marner in which I researched and wrote 

about quiltrnaking in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia 

Throughout this thesis, 1 treat quiltmaking as an art €orm. The abundance of 

literature on quilts detines it as work, craft, hobby, folk art, or fine art. It is not rny 

intention to consider the arVcraft debate in this study. I view quilts as an art f o m  because 

quiltmaking is a cultural practice embedded with history and aesthetics. lt continues to 

evolve with time and it evokes emotion and comrnunicates concepts to the viewer? Each 

of  the three chapters will address one aspect of this definition of quilts as art: history, 

style, and communicative power. 

At this point, I feel it is necessary to explain my use of certain terminology. A 

quilt typically consists of three layers: a top, either wholecloth, piece& log cabin or 

appliqué, the batting for warmth, and the backing. Quilting stitches hold the three layea 

together and occasionally, the layen are tied together rather than stitched. This definîtion 

has evoIved fiom the decorative crazy quilts of the late 1800s which eliminated the filler 

"1 have followed Parker's treatment of embroidery and expanded on her de finition of 
embroidery as a "cultural practice involving iconography, style and a social bction". 
Rozsika Parker, The Subversive Stitch: Embroiderv and the Making of the Ferninine 
(New York: Routledge, 1984): 6. 



to today's art quilts whose dimensions no longer accommodate the size of a bed and stray 

from traditional patterns. 

Because the definition of quilts has evolved since the end of the nineteenth 

century, rny original intention was to refer to al1 quilts, pst and present, traditional and 

non-traditional as "quilts". However, I have decided to make one distinction, between a 

"traditional" quilt and an "art" quilt The term Witional" does not imply "historical" 

since traditional quilts are stiil produced today Rather, I am refemng to a quilt depicîing 

a pattern whose ongins lay within the quiltmaking tradition such as Nine Patch or 

Pinwheel. An art quilt's iconography bem little or no trace of such patterns and their 

construction and presentation are somehow altered. At certain points, it is obvious which 

type 1 am refemng to, therefore, "quilt" is simply used The term "wall hanging" implies 

the piece is rneant strictly as an art object rather than as a bed quilt; however, 1 have 

chosen not to use this term as 1 feel it distances quilts from their culture. The titIe of this 

thesis indicates that I am discussing quilts of a "traditional" nature and a consciously 

art-based nature from both the past and present. 

Some artists are referred to as fabric artists, textile artists, surface design artists, 

and quilten. I have employed the tenn 'cartist". Ostensibly, the artists I am discwing are 

working with fabric. 1 have not distinguished between quilter and artist. Both are 

involved in a creative process using material, design, color, and ideas. 

Turning now to the structure of this thesis, the first chapter lays the historical 

foundation and serves as a starting point for my examination of the social, economic, and 

religious mechanisms within which women produced quilts. New Bninswi-ck and Nova 

Scotia present an interesthg context to examine separate sphere ideology and the 
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Victorian ideal of femininity. Most important is the quilt's role in reference to these 

notions of  acceptable spaces and behaviour for women 

Chapter Two follows quiltmaking's continued popularity as it grows despite of 

and with the heip of technology. 1 also briefly discuss how the quilt has ventured into the 

realm of popular culture. The quilts of Margaret Sawyer illustrate how today's are 

reassessing the criteria of a quilt With this new criteria, artists and curators have opened 

up a new arena for the quih - the fine art world Focussing on a few exhibitions, ï 

elucidate my investigation of the benefits and disadvantages of this new fiame. 

The third chapter explores how quilts are used by artists and special interest 

groups as a voice to encourage dialogue vis-à-vis wornen's health and welfare issues. 

Janet Pope, Barbara Carter and Lois Wilby-Hooper espouse their artistic talents and 

concepts to dismpt the categories defiaing femininity and a quilt, and expose current 

socio-political realities. By using "traditional" quilting as a starting point, these three 

artists are decoding quilts and recoding them with new messages. 

The "ability to move, function and reference within multiple sites simultaneously 

gives textiles a tremendous power as a medium to comment on contemporary cult~re."~ 

This thesis seeks to explore the qui lt ' s communicative power and engagement wit hin 

"multiple sites" by tracing the evolving path of the quilt fkom the quilting M e  to the 

fine art frame to the socio-political m e .  

'Ingrid Bachmann and Ruth Sheuing, introduction, Material Matters: The Art and Culture 
of Contemwran, Textiles, eds. Ingrid Bachmann and Ruth Sheuing (Toronto: YYZ 
Books, 1998): 16. 
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Chapter One 
Windows To The Past 

"W;hat is befieved in sociew is noc aiways the eqziivalent of 
whar is hue; buf as regards a woman 's repufation, if amomts 
to the same fhtng. " 

-Margaret Atwood1 

In her book The Subversive Stitch: Embroiderv and the Making of the Feminine, 

Roszika Parker relates how the fieminine ideal was inculcated through sewing and how 

embroidery and the stereotype of femininity collapsed into one another. Domesti-city, 

piety, and civility were thought to be inherent of a woman's behaviour and these traits 

were best cultivated through sewing. in 1868, Godev's Lady's Book editor, Sarah 

Iosepha Hale, stated that to not sew was unferninine? Sewing was promoted as a natural, 

innately quintessential ferninine habit- 

Canadian author, Margaret Atwood illustrates this Victorian attitude in her novel 

Alias Grace. The central character, Grace Marks,' is convicted of murder at the age of 

' Margaret Atwood, Alias Grace (Toronto: McClelland-Bantam, 1996): 503. 
2Sarah ksepha Hale, Manners: or Hao~v Homes and Good Societv Al1 the Year Round 
@oston: J.E. Tilton, 1868): 192, cited in Elaine Hedges, Hearts and Hands: The Influence 
of Women and Quilts on American Societv (San Francisco: The Quilt Digest Press, 
1987): 25. 
'Grace Marks, the book's protagonist, was one of Canada's moa infamous crimiaals in 
the 1800s. 1 will be referring to Grace throughout this thesis as a means to exempli@ the 
issues I discuss vis-à-vis women living in Victorian society and the quilting tradition 
Alias Grace is however, a work of fiction- Atwood has taken historical facts surrounding 
Marks, such as the murders, the trial, her stay in prison, and her employment at the prison 
Govemorys house and fictionaiized circumstances related to these realities, The author 
did however, set her fictionai scenarios within contemporary thinking of the &y, like the 
"proper" behaviour of women, in order to present a more accurate picture- Zt is Atwood's 
choice of scenarios and the thinking of the &y which is of interest to me. For more 
information on her method see Atwood, afterword, Alias Grace (Toronto: 
McClelland-Bantam, 1996): 555-560. 



sixteen in 1843 and sentenced to life at the Provincial Penitentiq in Kingston." 

Newspaper accounts documenteci the split in public opinion over Grace's character. Was 

shr an unwilling panicipant whose involvement was forced, or a sexual temptress who 

instigated the murded5 The questionable nature of Grace's character nins throughout 

the book. The reader encounters Grace's abusive and alcoholic father, her mother's 

burial at sea while on route to Canada €rom Ireland and her stniggle to earn a living once 

in Canada Despite her prison sentence, Grace is permitted to go to the prison Govemor's 

home where she completes sew-ng tasks for his fàmily. This setting presents an 

alternative to Grace's criminal nature. She sits quietly and sews a Pandora's Box quilt for 

one of the Governor's daughters. Her violent tendencies are left in the prison and are 

transformed into a reserved manner. Atwood uses sewing and an upper class setting to 

convert Grace into the perfect picture of femininity. Grace is only asked to sew the quilt 

tops as that was the fine work. A doctor obsem-ng Grace throughout the book considers 

her as the "marrying type", as she is an excellent needle~oman.~ Interestingly, the author 

has also titled each chapter d e r  quilt patterns and has illustrated the pattern to reflect the 

chapter's contents. A quilt marks the stages of one's life, while chapters mark divisions 

in a book. Here, Atwood uses various quilts to divide Grace's life as well as the novel. 

For art historians, quilts serve as rich attistic and archival resources and as Alias 

Grace demonstrates, can fùnction as compelling literary tools. Aside fiom their 

'AJthough Grace and her alleged accomplice were charged with two murders, they were 
convicted and sentenced to death after the first triai, therefore the second trial was 
unnecessq. Grace's alleged accomplice was hung, while her sentence was commuted to 
life in prison once her age, "weakness of s a ,  and supposed witlessness" were taken into 
consideration, Atwood, 555. 
'Atwood believes these attitudes were indicative of the ambiguity surrounding the nature 
of women at the time, 556. 
%id., - 466. 
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undeniable aesthetic value, quilts act as cultural transmittea, linking one generation to 

the ne- Much can be discemed fiom quilts as they delineate, both implicitly and 

explicitly, social, cultural, religious, economic and sometimes political circumstances. 

The three ways in which quilts testifl to these factors are through their physical 

make-up, motifs and titles, and motive of  inception and placement- 

Quiltmaking is an art form that transcends racial, religious, class, and gender 

boundanes. Despite this, my focus for the most part is Eoglish, white, lower to upper 

class women. I am presenting an aspect of the tradition, rather than the history of 

quiltmaking. However, by focusing on one ethnic group, I do not intend to imply that 

English, white, lower to upper class women were the sole practitionen of the art form. 

There are a number of studies which trace quiltmaking traditions to various ethnic 

peoples from different parts of the world beginning centuries aga.' The Atlantic coast 

received a number of European and American settlers, a parti-on of which included Negro 

slaves,' as well as the indigenous Mi' Kmaq and Maliseet peoples? The majonty of  the 

'My purpose here is not to establish the origins of quilting. For studies examining this 
issue see for exarnple: A v e d  Colby, Quilting (New York: Charles Scnbner's Sons, 
t 97 1 ); Mary Conroy, 300 Years of Canada's Ouilts (Toronto: Grifin House, 1976); and 
Lucy Lippard, Mixed Blessincs: New Art in a Muhicultural America (New York: 
Pantheon Books, 1990). 
'1t is believed that black people resided in Canada for almost as long as in the United 
States. The Atlantic region experienced two of its greatest influxes of black migrants 
after the War of 18 12 and the American Revolution (1 775- 1783). For more infiormation 
see Robin W. Winks, The Blacks in Canada: A Kistorv, 3rd ed. (Montreal and Kingston: 
McGi11-Queen's UP, 1997)- 
'Quiltmaking is ofien overlooked as an art form practiced by Native peoples primady 
because it is not "culturally intact". While quiltmaking may not have been practiced by 
Native People before contact with Euro-American culture, many of the swing skills like 
appliqué work, as well as dyeing techniques had precedents in Native communities. For 
more information on MiYECmaq and Maiiseet decorative arts in New Brunswick and Nova 
Scotia, see Gaby Pelletier, Micmac & Maliseet DeCorative Traditions (Saint John, NB: 
The New Brunswick Museum, 1977) and Ruth Holmes Whitehead, Micmac Ouillwork: 
Micmac Indian Techniques of Porcu~ine Oui11 Decoration. 1600- 1950 (Halifax, NS: 
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early settlers, like Grace Marks, came from Ireland, as well as, Scotland, England, 

Germany, and France; each culture bringing its own quilting traditions, and adopthg new 

motifs to reflect their new smundings  and Native influences. Due to the variety ofearly 

sett len, these two provinces possess ric h quilting traditions. 

Quiltmaking is ostensibly linked to the home. Quiltmaking was a part of women's 

work and was one of the first tasks which needed to be accomplished by early Maritime 

settlea. Warm blankets were essential in order to survive harsh winters. A quilt made 

(c. 1769) by Mary Morton on her family's homestead in New Brunswick is one of the 

oldest surviving quilts in Canada.'' By piecing together fabric scraps fiom fmily 

clothing and feed bag, women were able to sew warrn coverings to aid physical swival 

through the winter. Besides serving as bedding to keep family mernbers warm, quilts 

were also hung on the walts to prevent cold cirafts Erom penetrating through cracks in the 

house boards. Gradually, as the initial need was met, women became more selective in 

their choice of materials to piece together. Quilts becsme a means to bring beauty to the 

modest pioneer homes. Once every bed had been covered, quitts were made with a new 

purpose in mind and evolved as a social and artistic pursuit In d a y s  when women were 

taught that their silence was valued more than their spoken word, quilts evolved as an 

altemate form of expression. They becarne gifts, mementos, essential dowry items, and 

Nova Scotia Museum, 1982). For information on American Native quilt traditions, see 
for example, Ann FienupRiordan, "'American Quilts: Another History," Fiberarts vol. 24 
no. 3 (Nov-Dec. 1997): 28-32. 
'OConroy, 19. There is some degree of debate over this quilt's date. The quilt has k e n  
washed and the ink marking the date is somewhat blurred. Only the first two numbers, 1 
and 7, are di~ting~shable, making it an eighteenth century quilt The quilt is not believed 
to predate 1750 as the family only arrived in New Brunswick fiom New England in 1750. 
Peter Larocque, personal i n t e ~ e w ,  15 Aug. 1997. The McCord Museum in Montréal has 
a quilt in its permanent collection dated 1726. David Rose, "Quilts Keep Face-Freezing 
Cold at Bay," The Gazette wontréai] 1 1 Feb. 1995: 1 1. 
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heirlooms to be treasured, preserved and passeci on by fmi ly  memben. Quilts were 

generally Iîsted in wills, and diaries thus attesting to their importance in their keepers7 

lives. It was expected of a young woman to have thirteen quilts as part of ber dowry. 

Twelve of these were everyday quilts and once mariage was proposed, she would begin 

a fancy quilt intended as her weâdïng quilt Ohm, fiends and Farnily would gather to 

help the bride-to-be finish the quilting. ' l 
Working on textile art, feminist art historians have discovered much which seems 

to provide answers for the domestication and marginalization of both the art Fom and the 

artist. In rny opinion, however, ideologies, such as separate spheres, which polarize 

public and private arenas, have become generalized, over simplified and too easily linked 

to gender. Leonore Davidoff states that the publidprivate ideology is not a conceptual 

absolute, but rather a loose descnptiod2 Gen Doy believes that "we need to qualify and 

move beyond the notion that gender is the most powerN explanatory concept ... '" 

Arnanda Vickery also addresses the simplified notion of separate spheres, and debunks 

these dichotomies. She suggests that what the public sphere was, and is today, differs.'" 

"With time, this tradition has changeci for some. 1 interviewed Mrs. Dorine LeBlanc, an 
elderly Acadian woman of Memramcook, New Brunswick, whose daughten do not quilt. 
For each of her eleven children, she sewed six quilts once they were married. Of the six 
quilts, two were faocy, three were plain, and one was reversible. Dorine LeBlanc, 
personal interview, 1 1 Aug 1997. 
"Leonore Davidoff, "Regarding Some 'Old Husbands' Tales': Public and Pnvate in 
Feminist History," Worlds Between: Historical Perspectives on Gender and Class (New 
York: Routledge, 1995): 228. 
"Gen Doy, Seeine and Coasciousness: Womea Class and Reoresentation (Oxford: Berg 
Publishing Ltd, 1995): 62. 
''Amanda Vickery, "Golden Age To Separate Spheres? A Review Of The Categories And 
ChronoIogy Of English Women's History," ?lie Historical Journai vol- 36 no. 3 (1993): 
383- 414. 



After researching the socioeconomic trends of  New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, it 

became apparent that such a sweeping theory of female/private and male/public did not 

apply. Generally speaking, tasks were delegated according to gender and age, with 

"primary production stages k i n g  the domain of male labour and the intermediq and 

final stages that o f  fernale~".'~ But for several tasks such as harvesting, the entire farnily 

worked shoulder to shoulder in the fields. 

In the regions discussed, the primary industries were lumber, trappuig, fishing, 

mining, and f m i n g .  In the first three instances, men oflen left their homesteads for 

months at a time. As Ruth Pierson points out in her article, "Women's Histoqc The State 

of the Art in Atlantic Canada," women, therefore, had to develop self-sufficiency in order 

to accommodate the needs of the family.'6 One diarkt, Elizabeth Goudie, recollects her 

life as a trapper's wife, stating, "the wife of a trapper ... had to live as a man for five 

months of the year."" While Goudie sees the skills necessary for providing for the fmi ly  

as gendered, she makes it apparent that women were fully capable of performing such 

duties. Goudie also characterizes her relationship with her husband as one of partnership 

and mutual dependence, rather than one of male dominance and female subordination.'* 1 

have discovered, through my researc h women who successfully blurred the 

private/public boundary and pushed the Victorian standards of acceptable behaviour for 

I5Cynthia Wallace-Casey, " 'Providential Openings': The Women Weaven of 
Nineteenth-Century Queens County, New Brunswick," Matenal Historv Review vol. 46 
(Fail 1997): 3 1 
I6Ruth Pierson, "Women's History: The State of the Art in Atlantic Cana&" Acadiensis 
vol. 7 no. 1 (Autumn 1977): 124. 
"David Zimmerly, ed. Women of Labrador (Toronto: Peter Martin, 1973): 162 cited in 
Pierson, 124. Although these words were written in the first half of the twentieth c e n t q ,  
they nevertheless reflect the loosely structured sexual division o f  labour in Atlantic 
Canada. 
' 'Pierson, 124. 
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women. While 1 deal with both the public and private sphere for women in the nineteenth 

century, I approach the private sphere as a celebratïon of the richness of women's 

accomplishments and culture. 

Since women historians first took an interest in women's culture, the area of  

interest has slowly shifted fiom the focus on women's neglected activities in the public 

sphere to the sphere inhabited largely by women: the domestic sphere.I9 Traditionally, 

this sphere has been overlooked or trivialiaxi Notions of the pnvate sphere have tended 

to cal1 up images of segregation and isolation, which in turn suggest limited appeal and 

lesser importance. Gen Doy also believes that "we need to be careful of seeing 'the 

domestic' as a peripheral, subordinate cultural space, equated with the Ferninine and 

therefore inferi~r."~' In the Maritime provinces, a variety of women's tasks led them both 

inside and outside of the home. For example, the wife of  a fisherman, although absent for 

the actual catch, was involved in each stage of the cunng process, from splitting to 

salting to drying.21 A fishing expedition would ofien begin with the woman producing the 

net required for a successfÙ1 catch. Diarist Janet MacDonald, residing in New Brunswick 

in the nineteenth century, noted: ''April 8, 1859 - 1 am spinning nowadays for a shad 

[fish] net7'." Outdoor activities included for example, vegetable gardening, shearing 

sheep, milking cows, collecting eggs, and picking apples and bemes. [ndooa, women 

were faced with tuniing these natural products into clothing and f d  This involved 

I9Margafet Conrad, "Sundays Always Make Me Think Of Home: Time and Place in 
Canadian Women's History," Rethinking Canada: The Promise of Women's Historv, 
eds., Veronica Sîrong-Boag and Anita Clair Fellman (Toronto: Copp Clark Pitman, 
1986): 67. 
*%y, 62. 
" Pierson, 125. 
*Wallace-Casey, 32. 



carding and spinning wool and transforming it into ctothing or beddïng. Sewing quilts, 

making soap and candles as well as chuniing butter, were al1 extra tasks to be done on 

top of the daily preparation of meals and cleaning." Obviously, the tenacious life of nual 

living attested to a real sense of power and purpose for women. The private sphere was 

an arena for empowennent. 

Work in the home was, and still is to a degree, not value4 particularly because 

domestic work is un@& It did wt contribute t o  the national ecooomy, as meanirecf by 

economists, and was deemed unprofessional since it took place in the home* Women 

working in the home were rarely accounted for in census reports documenting the 

number of women 'workers7. However, women working in the home were active agents 

in the family unit, rather thaa passive subordinates. Women took a central position in the 

rural production unit. Despite expansion and industrialization, the resource-based 

industries in Atlantic Canada were not enjoying the same growth ratesz4 Women 

sometirnes provided a second income in order for the household to function- in 1849, 

when Mary Bradley's husband's lumbering activities failed, and the family found 

themselves in deep debt, BradIey set up her Imm, contacted her neighbours and soon had 

enough work to contribute to the family's income- She took payment in "such trade as 

was suitable for our family's use"? While much of the two provinces was indeed rural, 

by the 1880s, seven communities in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia had cotton textile 

=Pierson, 124. 
24Judith Fingard, 'The 1880s: Paradoxes of Piogress," The Atlantic Provinces in 
Confideratio- eds., E.R F o r k  and D A  Muise (Toronto: University of Toronto Press 
and Fredericton: Acadiensis Press, lW3): 82-83. 
zA Narrative of the Life and Christian Exwrience of  Mrs. Marv Bradlev (Boston: Strong 
and Brodhead, 1849), excerpt cited in "Mary Bradley's Reminiscences: A Domestic Life 
in Colonial New Brunswick," Atlantis vol. 7 no. 1 (Fa11 1981): 93. 
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factories? Three of  the six weaving and carding mills in 1871, in Queens County, New 

Brunswick, employed womenn However, those performing household sewing jobs rather 

than working in mills and factories, did not function in isolation. They existed on %e 

levels of both production and exchange, an important part of the rural economy"? Their 

work reached beyond their irnmediate neighbourhoods and interacted within a Iarger 

network at markets and with travelling ~alespeople .~  They were not isolated kom the 

outside worlQ but were rather part of a iarger consumer culture? 

A growing interest in the domestic sphere has turned scholars to private 

documentation. Historian Margaret Conrad beiieves that ''given the fact that women's 

lives have long been obscured by the silence sunounciing the so-called private sphere, 

there is a certain appropriateness in having personal chronicles becoming the public 

recordw3' Women have oflen been lefl out o f  traditional history, their diaries discarded as 

being trivial. in actuality, records of such everyday events shed light on the social contea 

within which these eariy Maritime women Iived. The women's j o m a l s  and 

autobiographical letters fiom the nineteenth century that I read offered a first-hand look 

at women's experiences, as opposed to relying on a writer's interpretation of the period's 

history . Diaries, letters, scrapboo ks and recipes provide access to the everyday 

experiences of women in the nineteenth century. Included in the list of material evidence 

26Fingard, "The 1 880s: Paradoxes of hogress," 84. 
27Wallace-Casey, 3 1. 
2glbid. 
291bid., 32. 

39. 
"Margaret Conrad et al., No Place Like Home: Diaries and Lettea of Nova Scotian 
Women 177 1 -1 938 (Halifax: Formac Publishing, 1988): 1-2. 
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left behind for historians to anaiyze are quilts. Quilts also served as a means for recording 

a woman's experiences, and still do. 

As Conrad points out, there are nsks involved in using diaries. First, they 

eliminate anyone who could not writema Second, a geographicd bias exists, as most of 

the diaries 1 read happened to corne from western Nova Scotia and southem New 

Brunswick. A h ,  a nwnber of diaries 1 read were written by religious women, where 

inward reflection wôs encouraged in Baptist and Methodist faiths* to name a few." 

Although these biases lead the documentation toward educated and religious women, 

they still prove useful for the range of experiences. Writer Elaine Hedges feels that to 

gain an understanding of '?he everyday lives of nineteenth century women, we must 

piece together scraps as they once ciid"? From diaries, letten and quilts "we are 

uncovering a strong tradition of industry? creativity and human expression that has been 

hidden too long".35 

Private documentation such as diaries and scrapbooks bare many similarities to 

quilts. In both cases, women record and document their lives. Hedges States that quilts 

are hieroglyphs of wornen's lives. Needles substituted as women's instruments of 

expression, in a way that was socially acceptable, and their quilts became their texts? 

nierefore, 1 am treating quilting as a langage - a means of expression and 

32Conrad et al., No Place Like Home: Diaries and Letters of Nova Scotian Women 
1771-1938,3. 
331bid. - 
YElaine Hedges, 'The Nineteenth-Century Diarist and her Quilts," Feminist Studies vol. 
8 no. 2 (Summer 1982): 298. 
351bid. 
36Elaine Hedges, Hearts and Hands: The Innuence of Women and Ouilts on American 
Societv (San Francisco: The Quilt Digest Press, 1987): 1 1. 



communication. This language is made up of signs which can be coded, recoded, and 

decoded 

Semiotics is the theory involved with the study of signs and signification. The 

chief tenets of semiotics wncem how signs fùnction socially, how they are arrangeci in 

systems such as language and how they are created and disseminated? For my purpose, 1 

am most interested in how a specific sign - a quilt - relates to these three tenets. 

Amencan philosopher, Charles Sanders Peirce classined a sign into three different types: 

icons, symbols, and indexes. These three types of signs are based on the relationship 

between the signifier and the signified. The icon is a sign that relates to its ubject by 

sharing a resemblance with it, like a photograph- The symbol is a sign whose relation to 

its conceptual object is arbitrary; for example a flag is a symbol for a countiy. The index 

is a sign that relates to its object by causation, Iike a syrnptom or a footprint left in the 

snow.'' The quilts' signs 1 discuss are primarily symbols and icons. They relate either to 

their rnaker and her family or reach a broder audience, by relating to the maker's 

comrnunity or country. 

Clearly, quilts communicate a great deal of information. A quilt delineates 

information and meaning in three different manners. Fint, a quilt's composition and 

physical makeup - its fabric, stitching, and the method of construction - can symbolize 

class, social standing and character. Second, a quilt's imagery or motifs and titles can 

reflect historical and comrnunity events, or the maker's religion and heritage. Third, the 

- - - - - - -- - - - 

"Joseph Childers and Gary Henîzi, eds., The Columbia Dictionaw of Modem Literarv & 
Cultural Cnticism (New York: Columbia UP, 1995): 272. 
'8Kaja Siiveman, The Sub~ect of Semiotics (New York: Oxford UP, 1983): 19-20. 



motive for creating a quilt and its placement and use or non-use serve as important 

markers, distinguishing rites of passage, time and space. 

The fint method by which a quilt produces meaning is found in its physical 

makeup. Two of the oldest quilts discovered in Nova Scotia are presumed to have been 

made around 1810. These two quilts are excellent indicators of class. A pieced quilt, 

called Four-Patch Fig. 1), arrived at the Nova Swtia Museum wrapped around a piece of 

fùmiture being delivered to the museum. Today, the q d t  is held in fiigher regard as a 

cultural artifact than the piece of himiture it once covered-j9 The bland colours, recycled 

material, wom patches, and straight forward pattern tell the viewer that it was produced 

for everyday use, and most likely by a Iower to middie ciass woman- The second quilt, 

Hexagons (Fig. 2) ,  is also pieced and is made from an array of fmcy dress and fumishing 

fabrics." On the under side of the quilt, the paper templates are still intact and were cut 

from Nova Scotian newspapen, a hardware catalogue, and hand written letters.'" This 

suggests an upper-class quilter due to the amount of time needed to produce such a quilt 

aIong with the use of fancy cottons and reading material as templates- Crazy quilts, made 

from pieces of silk and velvet arrangeci in no definitive pattern, with decorative stitching 

marking dates, initials and iconography, became popular du"ng the last two decades of 

the nineteenth century. The visual equivalent to a diary or erapbook is the crazy quilt, 

which is imbued with initials of the maker, fiiends and family, dates, and symbols of 

animals and events. Such quiits were made mostly by upper class women, as evidenced 

by the fabric employed, and were used primarily for decoration. The cluttered and 
-- - - - - - .  

39S~ott Robson and Sharon MacDonald, Old Nova Scotian Ouilts (Hidifax: Nimbus 
Publishing, 1995): 46. 
ahid., 47. 
" fiid. 



ostentatious Victorian aesthetic was marked by decorative excess. Crazy quilts were used 

as throws on chestefields, or were displayed over pianos or on the wall. 

Crazy quilts also indicated a woman's social standing. Victonan women were 

taught to decorate their home to reflect the family's income; crazy quilts, therefore, were 

excellent indications of weaith and social class. AIso, if the material was imported nom 

abroad, then the maker enjoyed a certain amount of wealthJ2 Another piece ' h m  the 

Nova Scotia Museum is an unhished cushion top made about 1890 from cigar bands. In 

the late nineteenth century, cigars were sold in bunches tied with silk This 

cushion top was consûucted in the log cabin method, using these silk bands. Some of 

bands are fiom imported cigars, indicating an upper class howhold. 

Perhaps one of the most interesting symbols of a quilt is character. As previously 

mentioned, proper ferninine behaviour was inculcated through sewing during the 

Victorian period Sewing became a means to acquire and portray a refined, quiet 

demeanor. However, it was through sewing that women were able to express either their 

acceptance of- or their disgust for- such characteristics. One such example is a quilt fiom 

the New Brunswick Museum. It is an Irish Calico quilt top, started in 1835 by two sisters, 

Susan and Sarah Hale, when the Hale farnily still lived in Ireland The quilt, consisting of 

3339 pieces, was brought to New Brunswick when the farnily settled in the Saint John 

region and was finished by Susan more than fi@ yean later in 1886.- Before reading the 

history of the quilt, it was obvious upon viewing it, that two women had workeâ on the 

%y 1840, a variety of cottons and linens were arriving in ports of New Brunswick 
However, a number of women in rural areas continued to produce 'homespun' cloth and 
process their own flax for thread. Wallace-Casey, 30-3 1. 
')Robson and MacDonald, 75. 
44EXhibition didactic panel, Out of Ireland (Saint John, NB: The New Brunswick 
Museum, 2 1 June - 28 Sept, 1997). 



quilt. The stitching dong the edges of each hexagon piece came fiom two individual 

hands. One set of  stitching is tight, short and straight, while the other is lwse, long, and 

haphazard. These different stitches indicate that one of the sewea enjoyed the activity, 

possessed great skill, and took pride in her stitches. The other sewer worked in haste, 

indicating impatience and h t ra t ion ,  sending a clear message that sewing was not her 

favourite past time. 

The second manner in which a quilt tra~smits information is the m o d  obvious 

and most easily read. A quilt's title and imagery record socio-political events and pay 

homage to a maker's beliefs and culture. One political event which resulted in the 

production of  a quilt was the first Canadian meeting to discuss Confederation: the 

Charlottetown Conference held in 1864? Many of the women attending the gala b a h  

and receptions hsd their dresses made by Famie Parlee, a dressmaker working in 

Charlottetown.* Saving the scraps fiom these dresses, she made a craq quilt of silk and 

velvet The quilt is signed and dated "1864 Mrs. Parlee"." A note accompanying the quilt 

when it was donated to the King's County Museum in New Brunswick stated that 

"Libral" [sic] was inscribed on one block? This block could be a testament to the 

maker's political preference. This quilt is a valuable memento of the histonc conCerence 

and of women's participation in the event An event which inspired many quilt designs 

was Queen Victoria's Golden Jubilee in 1887. On many crazy quilts, such as Lelia 

"For more information on this conference see P.B. Waite, The Charlottetown Conference 
(Ottawa: Runge Press, 1963) and S.L. Finlay, Pre-Confederation Canada: The Structure of 
Canadian Historv to 1867 (Scarborough, ON: Prentice-Hall, 1990). 
J6Conroy, 50-5 1. 
"'Ibid. - 
'8The quilt does not reveal this block, however, one block is completely wom. Conroy, 
50-5 1. 



MacLachlan7s of Nova Scotia, "1837 Jubilee 1887" was scripted as well as a portrait of 

the Queen." The Nova Scotia Museum has in its collection an appliqué quilt depicting 

five royal In thïs instance, ttüs quilt's signs are both icons and symbols. In the 

center of the quilt is Queen Victoria, who is surrounded by King Edward VI& Queen 

Alexandra, and the Prince and Princes of Wales, who later became George V and Queen 

Mary.51 Made in 1902 and attributed to Addie Wolfe, this quilt delineates much historical 

information because Queen Victoria's picture is bordered in black, symbolizing 

mourning of her death in 2901, and her son Edward wears his coronation robe fiom the 

ceremony in August 2902." Perhaps Wolfe made this commemorative quilt as a loyal 

monarchist no longer living in her native homelamin 

Besides marking an important historical event, Addie Wolfe's quilt is also a 

testament to her heritage. In addition to the royal prints, images of the thistle, sharnrock, 

and rose in between each print are stitched as a circular border. These three forms of 

vegetation symbolize ScotianQ Ireland, and England respectively." One might assume 

that Addie Wolfe's heritage was composed of all three nationalities. There are also more 

'This quilt is from the collection of the Fisheries M w u m  in Lunenburg, NS. 
'"These portraits were commercial souvenir portraits printed from photographs on a 
half-tone printing press. Robson and MacDonald, 89. 
"Robson and MacDonald, 89 
s2hid. 
53There are a nurnber of other histoncal events which inspired quilts The Fim World 
War inspired pam-otic themes and .patterns such as V for V i c e .  Popular colours were 
those of the Union Jack and the Red Ensign which were Canada's official flags, Comoy 
94-95. These quilts substituted for flags and s t d  as symbols for the country. When 
Canada tumed one hundred years 014 many Centennial Ouilts marked the country's 
birthday. These quilts generaiïy iliustrated maple leafs or the ten provincial flowers like 
the purple violet and the mayfïower of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia respectively. 
%Robson and MacDonald, 89. 



explicit ways of dedicating a quilt to one's heritage, such as pattem oames like Double 

Irish Chain, and Irish Calico used by the Hale sisters. 

h many quiltmaking traditions, quilt patterns and tities are also representative of 

reiigious convictions. While pattern narnes like Star of Bethlehem, Jacob's Ladder or 

Five Crosses were often used by quilters, distinguishable religious trends represented in 

quilts are not apparent in these two provinces. I discovered one Bïb1e quilt, however it 

was not made und 1957 by M . .  MacFadden of southem New Bnniswick. It consists of 

twelve blocks each depicting different stories from the Bible including Noah's Ark and 

David and Goliath? 

Quilts can also provide a sense of the maker's community. Specifically, members 

of a comrnunity fiom a given year are immortalized by album quilts, ofien used for 

fundraisers, which bear the signatures of various people. The very names ofquilt patterns 

were sometimes indicative of the community 's way of life. Along the seaboard, Maritime 

names were attached to patterns like Fisherman's Reel and Mariner's Comiiass. New 

patterns were developed to portray an area's popular icons such as Bluenose patterns.s6 

Farm life was also represented with names like Hole in the Barn Door. Turkev Tracks, 

and Flying Geese. 

When discussing quilts, authors fiequently mention the quilting bee. In the 

nineteenth century, bees, also referred to as quilting fiolics or parties, were one of the 

most popular fonns of socializing, not only for women, but for children and men as well. 

SSExhibition of Quilts (Sackville, NB: The Owens Art Gallery, Apr. 5-26, 1970): n. pag.. 
'Qis pattern was also popular for hooked rugs and portmyed the popular Nova Scotian 
racing and fishing schooner launched in Lunenburg, NS in 1921. The Bluenose was 
commemorated with a postage stzrnp in 1929 and with Canada's ten-cent piece in 1937. 
For more information on the Bluenose, see Brian and Phi1 Backman, Bluenose (Toronto: 
McClelland and Stewart, 1965). 
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A "bee" was generally organized in order to carry out a large task within the community. 

The event would occasionally end with entertainment and refreshments? Quiltïng bees 

are often romanticized and trividized as an excuse for women to gossip, and meet 

potential husbands." However, what can be interpreted as w u a l  chit chat can also be 

understood as an opportunity to network and discuss important issues within and without 

the group of quilters. Women began to recognize the limitations and restrictions they 

experienced and started to  address social issues. Susan B. Anthony's fint speech 

appealing for equal rights for women was at a quilting bed9 The minute book of the 

Women 's Auxil iary of  St. Andrew's Anglican Church, Mulgrave, Guysborough County, 

Nova Scotia states, " p e  continued] sewing on the quilf while animated discussion was 

engaged in, on Political, Social and Personal Combinations.'" In addition to any political 

discussions or rallying for social reforms, this networking provided a means of helping 

members of the community or welcoming new people to the area Traditional bees were 

the precurson for women's groups like the Women's Institute and the Imperia1 Order 

Daughte~ of the Empire, as I will discuss later. in addition to the quilting fiolic, women 

in the Maritimes gained "public* opportunities through religion, education, p i d  labour, 

voluntary philanthropie societies, and exhibitions. From 1860-1 880, the city of Halifax 

gained a reputation as an "educational and ecclesiastical centre* boastiog twenty-five 

churches and six colleges.6' 

"Conroy, 33. 
581n Classic Quilts (Toronto: Key Porter, 1997), author Ruth McKendry states that those 
women who could not sew had a better chance at meeting a man because they would be 
able to socialize: 44. 
'' Elaine Hedges and Ingrid Wendt, In Her Own Image: Women Workinn in the Arts, 
(Old Westbury, New York: The Feminist Press, 1980): 17. 
*As cited in Robson and MacDonald, 19. The entry is dated 8 January 1924. 
61Judith Fingard, The Dark Side Of Life in Vidorian Halifav (Porters Lake, Nova Scotia: 
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Based on the excerpts fiom diaries 1 read, religion played a sipificant role in 

Maritime women's lives. For Mary Bradley, religion was something she wished to 

participate in since she was a young girl. Throughout her life, Mary struggled kith her 

desire to preach and societal constraints placed on a Victorian lady.62 She stated, "if it 

were customary for females to preach the gospel, how gladly would 1 engage in the 

ernploy~nent".~~ Mary Bradley decided to attend the Methodist church which provided 

women with an expanhg sphere, offering teaching careers and missionary work 

overseas. Conrad States that women were at the "forefiont of rnissionary work, 

temperance activity, and moral uplifl, thus participating in what Olive Banks describes as 

the 'evangelical contn%ution7 to fernini~rn.~ Beyond religion's professional 

opportunities, the church served as the f d  point for quilt production. Women began to 

form Ladies Church Groups and sewed numerous quilts for various funciraisers and other 

forms of comrnunity aid. 

It is also important to look at the educational opportunities for women outside of 

those obtained in the home and fiom finishing schools. Educational opportunities opened 

up for rniddle and upper class women as the nineteenth century progressed- By 1891, 

women between the ages of ten and nineteen had a literacy rate of 85% in New 

Brunswick, and 90% in Nova Scotia6' There were a number of colleges that provided 

Pottersfield Press, 1989): 15. 
62"Mary Bradley's Reminiscences: A Domestic Life in Colonial New Brunswick,": 92- 
631bid. 
aMargaret Conrad, "Recording Angels; The Pnvate Chronicles of Women fiom the 
Maritime Provinces of Canada, 1750- 1950," The Ne~lected Maiority: Essavs in Canadian 
Women's Historv, eds. Alison Prentice and Susan Mann Trofimenkoff (Toronto: 
McClelland & Stewart, 1985): 58. For a full discussion of the evangelical wntnbution to 
feminism see Olive Banks, Faces of Femurism (Odord, 1981): Ch. 2. 
"Census of Canada, vol. ii, table XIII ( 1 890- 1 89 1): 194-2 16, cited in Conrad, "Recording 
Angels; The Pnvate Chronicles of Women from the Maritime Provinces of Canada, 



training, such as the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, the Nova Scotia Agicultural 

College, and the Saint John Vocational School. Mount Allison U n i v e a i v  and Acadia 

University were among the first insti*tutiow in the British Empire to accept women." The 

roots of Mount Allison's Fine Arts programme lay in the opening of their Women's 

Academy in 1854 where art was part of the curriculum.' A number of these students 

went on to teacb art at the Academy fiom 1873-1893.@ Mount Allison offered both a four 

year Bachelor of Fine Arts degree and a three year Craft course leading to a certificate. 

Mrs. Alonzo Beal has a quilt, circa 1 890, made by her grandmother, Emma H-s, who 

graduated from Mount Allison University in Arts in 1 860." The Nova Scotia College of 

Art and Design, initially named the Victoria School of Art and Design, was established in 

1887.'' The first evidence of Arts and Cr& classes, open to both men and women, was 

in 19 12? In 19 19, the schoo17s new principal, Elizabeth Nutt, who succeeded Arthur 

- - -- 

1750- L9SO": 4 1. 
'It is important to remember to whom these educational opportunhies were made 
avail able. Tuition and residential fees at Mount Allison University were approximatel y 
the same as an average New Brunswick agricultural worker7s wages for one year. 
Therefore this institution's enrollment was not representative of al1 the social classes of 
the region. John G. Reid, ''The Education of Women at Mount Ailison, 1854-1914" 
Acadiensis vol. 12 no. 2 ( S p ~ g  1983): 4. 
"Co- "Recording Angels; The Private Chronicles of Women fkom the Maritime 
Provinces of Canada, 1750-1950": 48. 
"Virgil Hammock, "Art at Mount Allison," ArtsAtlantic vol. 1 no. 3 (SummeriFall 
1978): 16. 
691bid, 17- 
70Exhibition of Quilts (SackvilIe, NB: The Owens Art Gallery, Apr. 5-26, IWO): n. pag.. 
'IDonald Soucy, "'More Than a Polite Pursuit: Art College Education for Women in Nova 
Scotia, 1887-1930s," Art Education (March 1989): 23-24. 
"A 19 12 pamphlet advertises arts and cr& classes which included working with metal 
and wood However, china painting, ofien considered a crafl, was offered as early as 
1896. Donald Soucy and Harold Pearse, The First Hundred Years: A Historv of the Nova 
Scotia College of Art and Desinn (Fredericton and Halifax: the University of New 
Brunswick Faculty of Education and the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, 1993): 
38; 61. 
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Lismer, incorporated embroidery into the craft classes." In 1925, the school's status was 

elevated to 'college', and when the rnotto of Weart and Head and Hand" was adopted, 

design, decorative art and crafi k a m e  the second category of the college's crimculum." 

While there is no evidence of quilting king included in the craft courses at either of 

these schools, training in other needle arts and studio courses would only enhance a 

quilter's technique and style. 

At the heart of women's political endeavours to gain equality and le@ nghtr in 

the nineteenth century, lay the vol un ta^^ philanthropic organizations. Philanthropie 

endeavours by 'Iadies of leisure' were initiated in the latter part of the nineteenth century. 

The middle to upper class women miding in urban centres offered assistance to needy 

lower class women. The Haven was established in 1887 in Saint John, New Brunswick.'' 

Victorian society believed a woman would be robbed of her femininity and morality if 

she worked. For single women, it became slightly more acceptable. in 1869, the wives of 

Halifax's elite established a home called The Ternporary Home for Young Women 

Seeking Employment in the urban centre. Its purpose was to care for the moral well 

being of these women, protecting women of an "unsuspecting disposition" fiom many 

"perils and temptation~".'~ This home is thought to be a fore-runner of the YWCA which 

emerged in the late 1800s.'' Groups such as the Wornen's Christian Temperance Union 

- - - - 

73Soucy and Peane, 83. 
741bid., - 94-95. 
7sIts initiai aim was to provide a home for prostitutes, but expandeci its role and took in 
abandoned children, wornen devastated by disasters, Iike the Springhill mine explosion in 
1 89 1, and ex-prisoners. Fingard, 'The 1880s: Paradoxes of Progress,": 102. 
7&'Report on the Home for Young Women Seeking Employment, Halifax 1870," Atlantis 
vol. 5 no. 2 (Spring' 1980): 197, first published as the First Annual Report of the 
Ternporary Home for Young Women, pamphlet, 1870. 
"H, 196. 
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(WCTU), The Imperia1 Order Daughters of the Empire (IODE), the Women's Institute 

(W), the Red Cross and others also organized women's in the public 

sphere. The Women's I n s t i ~ e s  were founded across Canada with the purpose of raising 

'Yhe standard of homemaking and health as well as to improve the intellectual and 

cultural life of rural women"." The Women's institute was instrumental in keeping the 

quiltmaking tradition dive and was one of the most influentid groups in the province? 

Whea the Red Cross established a chapter in Nova Scotia, many women fi0111 the WI 

worked for both groups." The difference between these groups and the two homes is that 

the WI and IODE focwd more on organizing a group of women with the goal of 

producing essential needs, raising b d s  for sheltea or families, and raising interest in 

health care, rather than trying to intluence and secure the moral upstanding of women. 

Through these agencies, quilts were used as networking tools within the group, and 

within the comrnunity. Whether it was raising h d s  for a charity or missionary 

endeavour, commemorating historical events and local politicians and dignitaries, or 

sening as bannen and flags advertising slogans for women's rights, quilts became 

financial, cornmernorative, and political agents. 

Quilts continued to be sources of relief and enterprise throughout the twentieth 

century. Quilts were also instrumental items of need - sent abroad during the two World 

WarsY8' or to fellow Canadians in times of sickness, sorrow, or disasters such as floods, 

'* Robson and MacDonald, 22. 
"Ibid, 
-%id-., 24. 

Gorham, national chairperson of the Red Cross creations prognun in 1988, 
stated in an article that assistance provided by the Red Cross volunteers dates as far back 
as the Boer War of 1899 when items, such as quilts, were provided to help the sick and 
wounded. 'The Art of Quilting," Halifax Chronicle-Herald, 30 July 1988, 'The 
Novascotian": IO. 



mine explosions, and fires. The Red Cross records indicate that from 19 15 to 1965, Nova 

Scotia sent 43,323 quilts overseasn The relief effort during the Depression of the 1930s 

sent quilts across Canada, and in 1950 thousands of quilts were sent to Manitoba for 

flood victims? These nurnbea speak of the hard work and generosity of these women's 

organizations. 

An important area in which women gained "public" oppominities linked directly 

with quilting was the exhibitioa, originaîïng with the agrïcultural and provincial faim. 

Beginning in 1765, Hants County in Nova Scotia has held an annual agricultural 

exhibition." New Brunswick also organized provincial agricultural fairs with the first one 

held in 1864 and continuing triennially.'* These local and provincial exhibitions 

developed into stimulating and cornpetitive arenas, and quilts soon became regular and 

popular items to exhibit. Quilts appear in Nova Scotia's exhibition records for items sent 

to the great Exhibition of the Works of tndustry of AL1 Nations held at the Crystal Palace 

in London, England in 185 1? in 1854, Halifax began holding Nova Scotia Industrial 

Exhibitions of their own and again, a number of quilts are Iisted in the records under the 

"Manufactures of Woolen, Linen, and Cotton Department" as well as the "Fine Arts 

(Ladies) Department7'." Organizations such as the WI and the YWCA, also offered a 

'%is calculation does not amount to the total since the records for some yean did not 
distinguish between quilts and other bed wvenngs and the records for two yean are 
rnissing. Robson and MacDodd, 24. 
83~obson and MacDonald, 24. 
"Conroy, 4 1. 
85WaIlace-Casey, 3 1. 
%Robson and MacDonald, 27. This exhibition of ail nations was organized by Britain in 
1851 as a means to celebrate its industrial might and national weaith. Joseph Paxton's 
massive iron and glass building, designed specially for the exhibition, became known as 
the "Crystal Palace7'. 
87Robson and MacDonald, 27- 
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chance for exhibition and cornpetition by organuing and mounting their own exhibitions. 

These shows provided women with an occasion to display their work publicly, win 

prizes, gain civic, national, and sometimes international recognition and respect, meet 

other qui1 ters, and exchange ideas and techniques. 

The third way in which qwlts delineate information and meaning is by their 

motive for inception, placement and use or nomuse. In the nineteenth century, quilts 

served as scrapbooks, primarily because they held traces of fabnc fkom a mother7s apron, 

a daughter's nightgown, or a father's plaid shirt in some instances, traces of each family 

rnem ber can be seen in a quilt. More importantly, quilts illuminate the maker's life cycle 

and mark life's rites of passage. Life's most important moments are marked with special 

baby, rnarriage, and death quilts. 

Time is an important aspect of a quilt. Besides the incredible amount of time 

invested into its creation, a quilt exists through time and ofien incun many transitions. 

Quilts de@ temporality. Therefore, the quilt, Iike its maker, has a life cycle. John Forrest 

and Deborah Blincoe, in their book The Naturai History of the Traditional Quilf believe 

that the quilt's life cycle contaias four parts." First, is the conception, when the 

quilhnaker foms an ides and design. Second, cornes birth, when these thougbts 

materialize into fabric pieces. Third, is the life span of the quilt which is affected by its 

purpose and surroundings. And fioally, is death, which occurs once the quilt can no 

longer function as it was originally intendedSsg 1 wodd like to add one more aspect to the 

life cycle: rebirth or reincarnation Once a quilt is pronounced "dead", it is sometimes cut 

'!John Forrest and Deborah Blincoe, The Natural fistom of the Traditional Ouilt (Austin: 
University of Texas Press, 1995): 97. 
8 9 ~ i d .  - 
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down or ripped up. Depending on its condition, a quilt could be cut down for a crib quilt 

or quilted cushion top, used as batting for a new quilt, or ripped into strips for a hwked 

mg. in al1 these cases, a quilt experiences a metamorphosis. As Forrest and Blincoe aptfy 

point out, it is important to consider the different types of quilts when considering 

various life cycles and life s p a n ~ . ~ ~  The life span of a patch quilt and of a fancy quilt are 

entirely different A patch quilt is placed into service for everyday use while a fancy quilt 

is put into storage and only bcought out on special occasions. In fact, if a fancy quilt is 

cared for properly, it is never intended to die, senring as an heirloom banded down for 

generati~ns.~' 

A quilt is also used as a measure of tinte in a woman7s life, marking certain 

milestones. h Atwood's Alias Grace, her protagonist, after years of sewing quilts for 

others, finally sews one for henelf. Reflecting the important peopie and stages of her life, 

Grace sews a Tree of Paradise quilt as she felt that, once pardoned, leaving the 

Penitentiary was like "passing through the gates of Hel1 and into Paradise"? She alters 

the pattern to suit her own taste and includes material representing the people and stages 

of her life; including a faded yellow piece of material from her pnson nightgo~n.~~ 

Time is also an important component of investigating women's history. Margaret 

Conrad, in her article "Sundays Always Make Me Think of Home: Time and Place in 

Canadian Women's History," examines how private documents, such as diaries and 

quilts, serve as valuable tools for Yeaming how the larger historical forces intersect with 

Vorrest and Blincoe, 153. 
"Ibid. - 
''Atwood, 536. 



women's daily realities - how 'census the'  intenects with 'women's time' ".' The 

traditional chronological manner of the-lines highlight important events like political 

change and unrest These types of time-lines can sti11 be used for women's history; 

however, Conrad believes women working in the home judged time not by the changing 

governments or wars, but by family and community events? Some women measured 

time in terms of the amount put into a domestic chore or the number of times they 

completed a task A handwrîtten notation about a crazy quilt made by Lelia Mackhlan,  

mentioned above, States that her quilt contains 930 pieces and that it was begun in 

Lunenburg, Nova Scotia in December 1887 and was completed in Montréal in November 

189 1.% It is not rare to see footnotes attached to quilts reporting the number of pieces, 

stitches, or how many times the needle had been threaded Rebecca Ells, of Port 

Williams, Nova Scotia, recorded proudly in her diary that in 1902 "she chumed 1363 '/r 

pounds of butter".97 It is no wonder that many quilt patterns were inspired from domestic 

activities. Two examples include the Churn Dasher pattern which reflects the inside 

design of a butter chum and a Rolling Pin Star pattern which is a stylized version of the 

everyday kitchen utensil. 

Ways of thinking about space are often tied to gender. By discwing space in 

relation to quilts, it is infinitely comected to women through the inference of the home. 

A quilt is closely linked to time and mernories. Quilts were the most revered item taken 
- - 

MConrad, "Sundays Always Make Me Think Of Home: Time and Place in Canadian 
Women's History,": 70. 
951bid. - While I agree women marked tirne in this fashion, it is important to remember 
that women chose to record worldly events, such as World War 1, as well as familial and 
community events with their quilts. 
%Didactic panel, Fisheries Museum in Lunenburg, NS. 
glAcadia University Archives, Rebecca Ells Diary. 190 1-05, cited in Conrad, " 'Sundays 
Always Make Me Think of Home', ": 72. 



when a daughter moved away fiom her home to establish a aew Iife with her husbaad and 

children Quilts became a 1 ifeline connecting fiunilies separatecf by geography? 

Occasionally, family members would mail each other pieces of fabric to be used for 

quilts. The exchangeci pieces of fabric would serve just as photographs do for distant 

relatives today. By symbolinng a particular family member, the fabric scrap confimed 

existence, and closed the geographical gap." In this sense a quilt transcends a fixed 

space- 

It should now be apparent that quilts are conduits of meanhg on many levels, 

their importance reaching beyond the individual needs of the quilter and her family. 

Initially, quilts were women7s work, and it is the quilt that is one of a very few forms of 

material evidence attesting to the amount of work women accomplished. Women's work 

could be immortalized in a quilt. for it is difficult to evidence the thousands of dishes 

washed or the loaves of bread baked.'m As previously mentioned, Gen Doy cautions 

against seeing 'the domestic' as peripheral, subordinate and infenor. As I have 

demonstrate& this was anything but the case as quilts produced in the home impacted on 

the community's commerce, recorded political and social realities and were valued and 

respected as skillhilly executed heirlooms. Quilts can be read as symbols of class, 

culture, religion, community, and character, as icons of history and markers of time and 

space. In the nineteenth century, quilts were transformed from testaments of domesticity, 

to expressions of women's creativity, to political emblems and used as a means to help 

wornen expand their world Through quilts, we are able to see the cultural, historicai and 

98Hedges, 'The Nineteenth Centwy Diarist and Her Quilts,": 296. 
%id7 297. 
'%id., - 296. 
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artistic heritage of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia Quilts are d y  windows to ou. 

past. 



Chapter Two 
At Home In The Art Gallery 

"...the transformation of the quilt from a private, 
domestic textile object to one tbat is at home in the 
public realm of galleries, museums, and lecture halls 
is a fait uccompli." 

-Patncia Malarc her' 
(editor of Surface Design Journal) 

What happens when you fiame something? How does it affect what you are 

looking at? A fiame is a border, either physical or conceptual, which shapes a viewer's 

perception. In this chapter, I discuss how the frame surrounding the quilt has 

transfomed. For centuries, women have ken  putting their quilts into quilting hunes and 

finishing them with borders. Now, artists and art galleries are framing quilts. The 

difference is that it is not a technical aspect or a horizontal f hne  but rather an aesthetic 

and vertical one. As discwed in Chapter One, the vertical placement of quilts is rooted 

in the nineteenth century, however it is this new fine art environment which is expanding 

the quilt discourse- As artists move quilts fkom the horizontal plane of the bed they 

continue to renegotiate the category of ccquilt". Most often, artists and galleries are not 

literally framing quilts, however their mere placement on the walls frames them as fine 

art. The C'transformation" or move that Maiarcher mentions in the above quote may 

indeed be a fait accompli, but are quilts tmly "%t home" in this arena? Their acceptance 

and approval by artists, art histonans, art critics and the general public does not appear to 

be a fuit accompIii The art gallery and mwum are redefining the discourse sunounding 

quilts as their classification as hobby or artifact changes to fine art object. in this chapter 
pp - - -- - 

lPatricia Malarcher, c'Contemporary Quilts: Taking Stock," Surface Design Journal vol. 
20 no. 3 (Spring 1996): 2. 



1 discuss three main concerns which have surfaced as a result of this newly achieved 

status; namely, the exploitation of the quilt as a cornmodity, the alignrnent of  quilts with 

modem art movements, and the split between quilts and their history and cdhire. 

It was not until 1 saw Joyce Wieland'$ ( 193 1 - 1998) Reason Over Passion ( 1 968) 

at the National Gallery of  Canada, that 1 began to think of quilts as art objects and their 

planar shift fiom the bed to the wall. This led me to explore today's quiltmaking 

tradition, and the use of the quilt by contempo- artists and to question the extent to 

which quilts are k i n g  recognized and exhiiited in art galleries and museums. 

Quilts are represented in the textile collections o f  most provincial museums and 

there are two museums in Canada devoted solely to textiles: The Museum of Textiles in 

Toronto, Ontario and the Marsil Museum in St.-Lambert, Québec. However, these 

museums are not only collecting and exhibiting historical quilts. Despite readily 

avaiIable, machine made blankets and cornforters, traditional quiltmaking is still thriving 

and steadfastly evolving fiom the monochromatic pieced scrap quilts of our forernothen. 

The popularity of  quilts throughout Canada has increased their visibility in a 

variety of environments. Provincially, quilts have been used as a means to promote local 

artistry and tradition. In Nova Scotia, the Department of Tourism and Culture declared 

1989 the "Year of the Quilt" and 1997 the "Year of the Needle Arts"? These two theme 

years generated a number of special events and exhibitions such as Ouilt '89 at the Art 

2With her landmark solo exhibition at  The National Gallery, True Paîriot Love (1971) 
and her retrospective at the Art Gallery of  Ontario (2987), the first retrospective of a 
living Canadian woman artist, Wieland is heralded for ber contribution to Canadian 
women's art and for breaking through modemism's hierarehies of "high" and "low", 
"marginal" and "mainstream" art with her quilts. 
'This can be linked to the tounsm industry as a means to encourage travel by promoting 
local artistry. However, this issue, while important, will not be discussed here. 
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Gallery of Mount St Vincent University, and Patterns (1989) at the Art Gallery of Nova 

Scotia In New Bcuc~sw*~~, Moncton's YWCA annual quilt fair is the largest o f  its kind in 

Atlantic Canada- The four-day event, begùuiing with four local quilters twenty-three 

years ago, now fbctions with the help of 275 volunteen. Approximately 5,000 visitoa 

attend each year and between $20,000 to 25,000 is raised for the development of 

programs at the Moncton YWCAYs Women's Resource Centre. From this fair, Diana 

Fowler LeBlanc, M e  of Governor GeneraI Romeo LeBlanc, has purchased six quilts for 

official gifts to present to heads of state who visit Rideau HdL 

Besides king  presented as state gifis, quilts have been recognized by authors as 

literary gifW Quilts are w d  as expressive vehicles fiom which a varïety of themes are 

highlighted or extrapotated, as we saw with Nias Grace. Another Canadian novel, Quilt, 

uses the activity of piecing together a quilt for a church raffle to introduce the reader to 

the book's characters and plot.* Living in rural Nova Scotia, the main character, Sam 

Sanford, has taken a woman, named Myrt, into her home, from social seMces, who was 

being abused by her husband. The plot unfolds as a small network of women gather to 

sew the quilt. Sam t"es to persuade Myrt to participate, arguing that quilting wouid ease 

her pain and pass the tirne? Despite her attempts, the tradition is lost on the young Myrt 

who shows no interest. 

-- - 

'There are at least two web sites which reference hundreds of novels with quilts, quilting, 
or quiiters as integral cornponents to the book For more information see Quilts in 
Literature, intemet website: hapY/m-people.Wginiaeddjkl Sc/annot.html and Ouilts. 
Ouiltinn, and Patchwork in Adult Fiction, intemet website: 
http://.nmt.edu/'breynold/quiltnction-addthtml. These two sites ody  include books 
appealing to adults. There are other sites for quilts in fiction for children and young 
adults, as well as sites referencing technical quilting books. 
SDonna E. Smyth. Quilt (Toronto: The Women's Press, 1982). 
'Smyth, 113. 
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Aside fiom history, the artworld, the tourism industry, and literature, quilts are 

also infiltrating popular culture. Through film, television and advertising, quilts are cast 

in the pivotal role of stocytelling. The film How to Make An Amencan Quilt (1995) is 

based on Whitney Otto's nove17 and tells the story of a young woman, who stays with her 

grandrnother and great aunt while finishing her thesis on the ritual present in women's 

handiwork, like quiltmdcing. The grandrnother and great aunt invite theu quilting group 

over to sew a wedding quilt for the young woman. With each quilting session, the seven 

women7s lives are revealed and moments of love, ffiendship, and family d o l d  and fonn 

the meaning behind their individually designed patches for the quilt. On a more sombre 

note, the television series Profiler also adopted the quilt for plot development. An 

episode titled "Home for the Homicide" (December 1998) portrayed a murderer who 

would cut a piece of material from his victims' clothes and place it in his sister's sewing 

basket. Using them in her quilt, she inevitably pieced together a patchwork of material 

evidence. In ternis of advertising, Bounty paper towel sells itself as k i n g  "quilted, 

absorbent and strong7', therefore "quilted" is an advantage since it is paired with the other 

two descriptives. tt also refea to the home, with printed images on the papa towel of a 

country home with a row of quilts hanging on the clothesline. These examples illustrate 

how quilts are used as thematic and marketing tools. 

The arena where we see the most expansion is in the transformation of the 

quilting bee- The modest gatherings of neighboun have developed into regional and 

national quilting guilds. To date, New Brunswick has seven quilting guilds8 and Nova 

'Whitney Ono, How to Make an Amencan Ouitf 1st ed. (New York: Villard Books, 
1991). 
'These include the E h  City Quilter's Guild (Fredericton), the Fredericton Quilters Guild, 
the Greater Moncton Quilters' Guild, the Sussex Vale Quilters Guild, the Marco Polo 



Scotia has one guild, the Mayflower Handquiltea Society, which oversees ten chaptea 

throughout the province. There are also a nurnber of churches throughout both provinces 

that fom their own quilting groups. Nationaily, the Canadian Quilters' Association 

produces a quarterly newsletter, The Canadian Ouilter, and organizes annual Ouilt 

Canada conferences and jurïed exhibitions. in 1990, the Canadian Quilt Study Group 

(CQSG) was formed for the purpose of encouraging and advancing the "study and 

research about quiltmakers, quiltmaking, and quilt~".~ The CQSG also publishes a 

quarterly newsletter Coverstones and research papea corn their biennial seminan in 

Patchwords. 

The srnaIl network of wornen gathering to quilt and swap patterns has grown by 

way of conferences, retreats, books, periodicals, the intemet, fairs, and exhibitions. 

Besides using recycled material, quilters can select a va"ety of materials from a number 

of fabric stores as wel1 as specialty quilt shops selling the latest gadgets and quilt kits 

with pretut pieces. Technological advances have not made the quilt obsolete. Contrarily, 

technology has enhanced the production of quilts with wmputer software such as 

Electric Quilt, and Quilt Pro and chernical treatments like cyanotype, which makes fabric 

light sensitive (similar to photographie film). These resources provide an even Iarger 

network of exchange and development within the quilting tradition. With these 

advancements, artists are adopting innovative techniques and designs and incorporating 

other media into their quilts. The challenge to the quilt's format began with the crazy 

Quilters GuiId (Saint John), the Kemebacasis Quilting Guild (Quisparnsis) and the 
Northstar Guild (Bathurst). 
gCanadian Ouilt Studv Grouq intemet website: http-J/www.geocities.com/' cqsg 
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quilt and continues with today's artists who are pushing the notion of what constitutes a 

quilt even M e r .  

One such artist, Margaret Sawyer of Moncton, New Brunswick, working 

exclusively with quilts, exemplifies these recent trends with her quilt Networkine; (1989) 

(Fig. 3). Sawyer's technique correlates to the quilt7s meaning. She applies a layer of 

netting over the quilt and unconventionally tums it 45 degrees to assume a diamond 

shape as it hangs on the w a i i  Sawyer has developed a variation of the pieced quikt by 

joining each square only at the corners. The spaces between each square symbolize the 

difference and uniqueness of each piece and yet they remain slightly comected to each 

other through the shating of common threads. Sawyer's quilt serves as a metaphor for the 

essence of quiltmaken and the strong sense of commw-ty emerging out of this network 

Her title dso  refers to the explosion of knowledge and material present within the 

quiltmaking milieu, be it on a regional, provincial, national, or international level. 

Typicdly, quilting bees and this "networking" aspect have been underrnined and 

denigrated as mere gossip sessions. For the most part, gossip is often viewed as a morally 

inferior pursuit Gossip can sometirnes be unproductive and harmfùi to othen; however, 

it is not gender speçific and can also be a rich resource for feminist projects which 

challenge master narratives. Its importance lies in its place in everyday life. Lorraine 

Code, in "Gossip, or in Praise of Chaos" attempts to work towards an "epistemology of 

everyday life" by examining gossip and reclaiming its value fiom its “habituai 

denigration as merely an idle female pur~uit."'~ Code's point is "to show that gossip, for 

d l  its randomness, produces knowledge so valuable that it can contest the paraâigm 

"Lorraine Code, "Gossip, or in Praise of Chaos," Rhetorical Smces: Essavs on Gendered 
Locations (New York: Routledge, 1995): 144. 
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status of scientific method as the only reliable means of establishing truth". ' in "Gossip 

as Testimony," [rit Rogoff agrees that gossip is a form of knowledge, however she does 

not attempt to cleanse it fiom its pejorative reputation Rather, she argues that within 

gossip lies "a  radical mode1 of postrnodem knowledge which would serve us well in the 

reading and rewriting of gendered historical narratives."" I agree with both writen, as I 

feel gossip can produce valuable knowledge, and I also contend, as in Chapter One, that 

gossip and the quilting bee need to have their value restored There is no doubt that 

women construct knowledge out of this ritual. When women begin to quilt they are 

situated at a distance fiom each other around the quilting frame. As the quilting 

progresses, they move closer together as the sides of the quilt are rolled up. The physical 

closeness paraltels the psychological clos en es^.^^ It is through the dialogue at a quilting 

bee that knowledge is exchanged, lives are revealed, laughter is shared and current 

political and social events are discussed. They piece together information to yield 

knowledge, just as they piece together scraps of fabric to yield a quilt.'" 

Besides art historians' and feminists' attempts to ascribe some degree of 

seriousness to the quilting bee, fibre artists are working to have quilts taken seriously. In 

her article "Breaking the Glas Ceiling", Lynn Basa, believes îhat in order for fibre artists 

and their artwork to be taken seriously, there must be three components present: art 

making, awareness, and activism.15 This last element is of importance because through 

"Code, 150. 
'*kit RogotT, Gossip as Testimony: a Postmodem Signature," Generatiom & Geoma~hies 
in the Visual Arts: Feminist Readinps, ed  Griselda Pollock (London: Routledge, 1996): 
59. 
l3Judy Elsley, 'A  Textual Quilting Bee," Ouilts As Text(iles1: The Semiotics of Ouilting 
(New York: Peter Lang, 1996): 53. 
I4Code, 146. 
''Lynn Basa, "Breaking the Glass Ceiling," Fiberarts vol. 20 no. 3 (NovemberDecember 



quilting circles and guilds, artists "already have in place a network of support groups that 

far outstrips that of any other artistic discipline"! 

Basa's statement is representative of some fabric artists' desire to gain acceptance 

in the artworld Malarcher w&es that it is time to move beyond seeing the quilting 

movement as a series of revivals and begin to scdn ize  it as a serious art form with a 

critical eye. l7 Quilts are ofien written about by focusing on their construction and design 

elements which denies a quilt's treatment as a serious h e  art object. While 1 have the 

deepest respect and appreciation for their technical excellence, and admire their forma1 

aesthetics, 1 feel rnethod is most important as it relates to meaning and its historical and 

social relevancy such as Four-Patch (c. 18 10) (Fig. 1)' discussed in Chapter One, and 

Sawyer's Networking (1989) (Fig 3) mentioned above. By the 1960s, when conceptual 

art began to take fonn, conceptual artists felt the ideas should take precedence over the 

aesthetic. As Basa points out, Arnerican artist Suzanne Lacy felt that the challenge was 

"to link conceptualism with craftsmanship, so that the seduction of the medium, as 

important as that is, isn't the only thing worthy of discussion about the work'"' As the 

quilt moves fiom the bedroorn to the art gallery, its success relies on the realization of 

this link between conceptualism and artistry. 

The women's rnovement of the 1970s prornoted a return to women's am'stic 

heritage. The quilt became a visual metaphor for wornen's lives and women's culture.1g 

The 1970s also saw major museums exhibiting traditional quilts as art objects rather than 
- - 

1993):40. 
I6Basa, 40. 
"Malarcher, 2. 
%asa, 40. 
'Tucy R LipparQ ""Up, Down, and Across: A New Frame for New Quilts," The Artkt & 
The Ouilt ed., Charlotte Robinson (New York: Alfred A Knopf, 1983): 32. 
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as historical artifacts. While these exhi'bitions were well attended and the move was 

highly praised, it did not occur without criticism- 

The quilts' vertical installation and non-use is not a new concept As 1 have 

already indicated, privately, quilts ofien hung on the walls of  pioneer homes to block 

cold cirafts and crazy quilts were placed on the walls and chestefields of many Victorian 

living rooms. Publicly, women displayed their quilts at community events and 

agrïcultural exhibitions. The disapproval of some stems not from this planar shift but how 

various types of  environments are framing the qu ik  Whether it is the white modemist 

cube of a contemporary art gallery or a historical settlement such as Kings Landing in 

New Brunswicl~,~ curatocs create a fiamework of how the visitor will view and think 

about these objects. Radka DomeIl believes that "'the acceptance of quilts as art cornes at 

too high a prke for quilûnakers? She continues, "to have one's quilts stylized into art 

objects, and to be accepted as an artist o d y  on design terms, is totally deper~onaliPng-'~' 

Donnell's criticism derives fiom exhibitions whic h have highlighted quilts' formal 

elements, such as the exhibition Abstract Design in American Ouilts at the Whitney 

Museum of American Art in 1971 and Arnerican Pieced Ouilts at the Smithsonian in 

1972. These exhibitions are often referred to as the first time traditional quilts hung on 

the walls of an art museum- However, prior to this exhibition, the Newark Museum, in 

New Jersey, organized an exhibition in 1965 entitled Ootical Ouilts, thus beginning the 

- - - - -- - 

'OKings Landing Historical Settlement reenacts rural living dong the Saint John River 
Valley in the nineteenth century- Quilting bees are a part of the special events organized 
throughout their operating season. For more information see KUigs Landing Historical 
Settlement, intemet website, h t t p J / w ~ ~ . g o v .  nb.ca/kings1anding/home.ht 
2LRadka  DOM^^, "out of Silence: Contemporary Quiits," S p i a i  Focus: Contemwrary 
Ouilts (Galerie Women Artists, 1990): 19. 



endless pairing of quilts with Minimalist, Abstract, Pop and Op art movements by linking 

their formal elements. 

The first cnticisrn some feminist artist. and writers have concerns this link to 

modem art movements as it results in a cornparison to male painters. Quilts therefore 

gain validation as an art form because male artists have incorporated design elements 

sirnilar to those of the quiltmaking tradition into their work. Quilts are recognized as art 

once similadies cm be drawn to "high" art  Therefore quilts are permitted entry into the 

artworld by riding the coat tails of modemist (male) painting. In The Pieced Ouilt: An 

American Design Tradition, author Jonathan Holstein draws cornparisons between pieced 

quilts and modem (male) painters like Andy Warhol and Kenneth Nolana fading to cite 

any female modem paintersr in his catalogue essay for Arnerican Pieced Ouilts, these 

"resemblances" are discussed as "'coincidences" rather than sources of inspiration or 

appropriation. Holstein states, "the finely realized geomeûy of the pieced quilt, coupled 

with this sophisticated sense for the possibilities of color and form, produced such works 

which mirror (my emphasis) in startling ways contemporary painting trends. YXZJ 

Mainardi points out, fiom this quote, one is left to wonder how something corn the pst 

c m  mirror, or imitate, something contemporary. This backward appropriation portrays 

the "imovators as foll~wers".~ 

"Jonathan Holstein, Tradition (Greenwich, 
Connecticut: New York Graphic Society, 1973): 1 13. Holstein continues to juxtapose the 
two art forms dong gender lines by using masculine singuiar pronouas for painting and 
feminine plural pronouns for quiltmalang. Holstein, The Pieced Ouilt: 1 15. 
Z-'lonathan Holstein, Amencan Pieced Ouilts (Washington, D.C.: Srnithsonian Institution, 
1972): 13. 
"Patncia Mainardi, "Quilts: The Great Amencan Art," Feminism and Art Historv: 
Questioning the Litanv, eds. N o m  Broude and Mary Garrard (New York: l i h p r  & 
Row, 1982) : 344. 



This Ieads to the second conceni with exhiiiting quilts as art By highlighting 

formal aesthetics, a quilt's cultural importance and social context are erased from the art 

form. Miriarn Schapiro believes that "if we were to remove them [quilts] From the m e  

of reference of women's culture, we would obscure a unique aspect of their identity, and 

women would lose a signifcant element of their ow-n his t~ry ."~ in The Pieced Ouilt: An 

American Desien Traditioh Holstein stated that his intention was to "put aside the 

romantic associations of the quilt in American life".26 In the exhibitioa he used 

formalism to provide a high art h e w o r k  within which traditional quilts could be 

viewed By doing so, Holstein erased the most valuable aspect of a quilt, for oflen the 

production of a quilt is as much the subject as the object As Mainardi argues, Holstein 

attri buted quilts with adjectives li ke "strong", "bold", and "bravado", reinforcing the Iuik 

to male painting and their acceptance in the artworld and gave appliqué quilts 

descriptives such as "pretty" and bbdecorative" aligning them with women and 

marginalking them fiom the artworld by excluding them fiom the exhibitionn By 

ignoring appliqué quilts, Holstein eliminated a portion of the quiltmaking tradition and 

attempted to distance piece quilts fiom its righthii place in quilts' and women's culture. 

The problem is that the rise of fibre art occurred during the modemist era which 

fo rcibl y spl it textiles from "its history and social place"." Holstein's exhibition 

attempted to strip quilts of their history and make them neutral. Fonunately, focmalisrn 

has been overshadowed by postmodemist and feminist emphases on textile's historical 
- - -  - -  

xMiriam Schapiro, "Geometry and Flowen," The mg & The Ouilt, ed,  Charlotte 
Robinson (New York: Alfied A. Knopf, 1983): 3 1. 
'Vonathan Holstein, The Pieced Ouilt, 8. 
nMainardi, 343-344. 
*'Ruth Scheuing, "Penelope and the Unraveling of History," New Feminist Art Criticism, 
ed  Katy Deepwell (Manchester: Manchester UP, 1995): 188. 



and social ro lP  by curatoa and artists, thus pro"ding a more appropriate home for 

quilts. 

Holstein is ofien touted as king responsible for introducing quilts to the artworld 

However, that same year, Joyce Wieland's quilts were featured as part of her solo 

exhibition True Patriot Love at the National Gallery of Canada. Predating both these 

shows, were two exhibitions of quilts held in 1967 and 1970 at the Owens Art Gallery of 

Mount Mison University in Sackville, New Brunswick Both shows were organued by 

the Sackville Art Association of New Brunswick and featured antique and contemporary 

quilts. These three exhibitions demonstrate the emergence and acceptance of both 

antique and contemporary traditional quilts as well as contemporary art quilts in the art 

gallery in Canada and Atlantic Canada. 

Sawyer's quilt, Breaking with Tradition: Srnashina - the Dresden Plate (1994)- 

(Fig. 4) criticall y responds to Holsteins's exhibition by j wtaposing the quiltmaking 

tradition with modemism. Recogniring the popularity of the Dresden Plate pattern, 

Sawyer decided to break fiee fiom this traditional pattern and push the motif by 

smashing the plate into pieces? Begiming with a nearly intact plate in the top lefi hand 

corner, Sawyer breaks the pattern down into individual units. Large pieces get smaller 

and smaller while the centre piece floats dong side until the smallest unit is smashed into 

tiny pieces down into the bottom right hand corner. In this section, Sawyer has 

deconstnicted the pattern. In the smashed debris, Sawyer refers to other quilt patterns by 

creating Pinwheel and Bow Tie patterns from the broken pieces. The title alludes to 

breaking from quilting traditions; however, tradition resurfaces with these pattern. Has 
- -- --- - - 

'gScheuing, 188. 
30Margaret Sawyer, personal in te~ew,  19 Aug. 1997. 
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fomalism and perhaps cubism infiuenced this traditional pattern or just the opposite? 

This quilt relates conceptually to both modernist art movements and traditional 

quiltmaking. Sawyer straddles both by smashing tradition into modemisrn; and within 

that modemism references tradition, 

The third concem for some, is that as tine art objects, quilts become 

exploited as cornmodities. Such was the case in 1992, when the Smithsonian Institute had 

an antique qdt)' mass-produceci at a factory in China and sold each one for $269.'* The 

National Quilting Association was outraged at the disregard for an American treasure. 

Many quilten throughout the country were insulted at the reproduction of a one-of-a-kind 

cultural artifad. The museum defended itself by explaining they were highlighting the art 

and crafi of American quiltmaking and bringing awareness to their collection.33 It is quite 

ironic that the museum wished to showcase the "art and craft" of Amencan quiltmaking 

by mass-producing a quilt at a factory in China. It is unfortunate that the museum felt 

compelled to copy the quilt, however, many visual art objects run the risk of being used 

for profit once they enter a gallery or museum's collection Many major museums turn to 

commercialism as a means to generate revenue via their permanent wllection - simply 

walk into a museum's gifl shop where you cm purchase a Monet Watedilies umbrella or 

a deck of Pablo Picasso playing car& Furthemore, the art gallery and museurn are not 

alone in this venture as the craft and tourism industries have also tumed to quilts to suit 

their economic agendas. 

''This quilt was made in 1830 by Susan Strong of Frederick County, MD, and bears the 
design of the Great Seal of the United States, "Great Quilt Debate blanlcets the 
Smithsonian," The Gaze= Montréal] 28 March 1992: K6. 
321bidd 
331bid. 



Artist, Ruth Sheuing believes ba t  al1 media are charged with their own history" 

and textiles are undeniably tied to women's history. Miriam Schapiro concurs pointing 

out, "What is a quiit? Among other things, it is the history of women ..."? For museums, 

textiles have become an important component in the documentation of women's 

histoncal role? However, because histoncal exhibitions are most known for their 

"this-is-how-it-was" mentality, they do not escape a critical analysis. At times, the 

curatonal objective foeuses on one object, such as a qdt ,  from which a generai historicd 

statement is extrapolated If this is the case, 1 believe it is important to present the 

contemporary production of quilts to avoid keeping the tradition and its producen in the 

past. Because the history of women is so closely linked to the history of quilting, it 

inevitably invites essentialist readings. One way to avoid this is by not presenting quilts 

in isolation, but by presenting them in the context of  their production and by showing 

diversity by focusing on individual makers. This way, objects are placed within a social 

and historical h e w o r k .  

One major historical quiIt exhibition in the Atlantic provinces was Old Nova 

Scotian Quilts, organized by the Nova Scotia Museum in 1993.37 The show brought 

together fi@ quiIts fiom the museum's collection, dating fkom 1810 to 1952, and 

travelled across Canada until 1996? The accompanying book explored the histoncal, 
- - 

"Scheuing, 188. 
"Minam Schapiro, "Geometry and Flowers,": 26. 
'"Marge Mensing, "Close to Home: An Exploration of Historical Perceptions Concerning 
Women and Crafts, Fiberarts vol. 20 (Nov./Dec. 1993): 43. 
37My comments are based on exhibition reviews, as I did not see the exhibition 1 am, for 
the most part commenting on the book, by the same title, which accompanied the show. 
"Beginning at tbe Nova Scotia Museum in 1993, the exhibition wntinued on to The 
Confederation Centre Art Gallery and Museum, Charlottetown, PEI; The New Brunswick 
Museum, Saint John, NB; The Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, ON; The McCord 
Museum of Canadian History, Montreal, PQ; The Provincial Museum of Alberta, 



geographicd and social factors that contniuted to developing and maintainhg the 

tradition in the provin~e~'~ The authoa, Scott Robson and Sharon MacDonald, present a 

well illustrated study highlighted with supporhng documentation such as quotes nom 

diaries, newspaper clippings, and listings From private inventories and provincial 

exhibitions, as well as beautifid reproductions of over fi* quilts. Udortunately, of the 

fi* quilts presenteâ, twenty-three remain anonymous and three maken were known only 

by their quilted initiakO However, the authors did focus on women's role and the impact 

of quilts outside of the domestic sphere by discussing women's groups and quilt 

exhibitions. In spite of this, the focus on women's education vis-à-vis quilting is limited 

to home teachings of sewing, despite the number of art prograrns (which I rnentioned in 

Chapter One) available at colleges in Nova Scotia at the tirne. Sewing is portrayed as a 

naturd part of a young girl's rearing and life. The section "Handing Down the tradition - 
Children Sewing" is illustrated by a photograph of two young girls ironing their dolls' 

clothes and an excerpt fiom Godev's Ladv's Book (1857) describing a linle girl's 

recollection of her first patchwork? In the section on the sewing machine, the authors 

describe it as a means to increase productivity. The authon comment that the sewing 

machine had little impact in Nova Scotia as most coatinued to piece by han& but neglect 

to probe the question ~ h y . ' ~  Again the section is enhanced with images from Godey's 

Edmonton, AB; The Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature, Winnipeg, ME3; The 
Canadian Museum of Civilization, Hull, PQ; and Mernorial University, St John's, Nfld 
'%obson and MacDonald, introduction: x. 
"'Of these twenty-three, five were thought to have probably been made by a member of 
one specific fmily. 
"Robson and MacDonald, 2 1, 
421bid., - 36. The authors allude to the fact that the sewing machine elimioated the social 
aspect of quilting- the quilting bee and the feeling of pleasure and pride that 
accompanied hand stitching. 1 agree with these possible explanations and feel it could 
also be related to the cost of a sewing machine. Advertisements for Raymond's Sewing 
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Ladv's Book (1863) comparing the old sewing machine to the new sewing machine?' 

The "old" one depicts a woman hunched over, straining her eyes by candlelight to sew. 

The "new" one shows two womea usïng a sewkg machine 4 t h  ease. Herein lacks a 

critical analysis of the conditions of labour and a questioning of the social mechanisms 

which relegated women to these tasks. The exhibition itself was well received and 

attended It presented the supportive documentation, show in the book, as didactic 

panels. Mannequins sat arouad a quilting fhme, dlowing visiton to participate and add a 

few stitches. A bed exhibiteci hvo quilts, while the rest were hung vertically. 

Unfortunately, the tradition is left in the pst, as its title suggests, as the youngest quilt 

was fiom 1952, failing to reference quilting's contemporary situation 

Regardless of the venue. 1 feel that for the most part, quilts retain a strong bond to 

women's culture. 1 agree with Lucy Lippard who believes that quilts cannot be disguised 

as genderless.*< Whether the quilt is at home in the art gallery and museum depends on 

two factors: how the curator has framed them and the type of quilt king displayed 

Ostensibly, art quilts are at home in the fine art setting and 1 feel they are deserving of 

much recognition fiom professional exhibiting institutions. Exhibitions in art galleries 

and museums are more complex and contested when they are displayhg traditional 

quilts. With regard to these types of quilts, historians have a responsibility in the 

documentation and preservation of quilts which have been taken fiom their original 

ownen. Curaton also have a responsibility. Holstein's exhibition was problematic 

because he took a medium, erased its charged history and transplantai it into another 

Machines located in Halifax, NS list prices ranging frorn S 15 to $45. Robson and 
MacDonald, 36. 
J3Robson and MacDonald, 35. 
*Lippad, Wp, Down, and Across: A New Frarne for New Quilts,": 33. 
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medium's history. Nonetheless, I see the quilt's move into institutions, whether an art 

gallery or museum, as a positive development in the continuum of the quiltmaking 

tradition. Germaine Greer argues that while embroidery is indeed an arf it belonp in the 

home not a museurn which represents a repository for dead male culture? Applying this 

opinion to quilts, disagree, believing this would lirnit the quilt's potential for 

recognition of cultural and artistic importance, and would also deny the quilt its 

exhibition history which began formally with the agidtural fairs of the nineteenth 

century. Pennina Barnett states, "if we think, instead, of 'women7 and 'textiles' - like 

theory - as provisional, then we have a more expansive tiamework: one which enables 

other voices to be heard; diverse practices to be seen; and new discourses to be 

re1easedeJ6 By exhibiting quilts in institutions, they attain another forum to convey their 

narratives, to renegotiate the criteria surrounding the quiltmaking tradition and of "high" 

and "low" art, and to progress as an art form. 

'SPennina Bametî, cbAfterthoughts on Curating 'The Subversive Stitch'," New Feminist 
Art Criticism, ed. Katy Deepwell (Manchester: Manchester üP, 1995): 77. 
j61bid., - 84. 
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C hapter Three: 
(Unkovering the Power of Ouilts 

"I fer like a bird reieused from its cage- " 
-Mary Bradley l 

As Parker points out, embroidery was used both as a means to educate women 

into ideai femininity and as a weapon to resist i t2  Women have been using their sewing 

skills to resist dominant ideology for centuries, some have done so more openly than 

othen; like the Suffragettes of the 1800s who hoisted cloth banners demanding women's 

rights. Whereas these women fought for privileges which did not exist, like the right to 

vote, today's women are fighting against institutions which do  exist In this chapter, I 

examine the double-edge sword of  textiles as sources of enjoyment and as sites of 

resistance by focussing on two mythological figures to illustrate its historical mots, 

several art projects, and three contemporary artists. Each of these examples are indicative 

of a quilt's ability to speak out against threats to women's health and welfare. 

Specifically, I am refeming to disease and violent acts which affect women's physical and 

psychological well-being. While sickness and violence against women c m  be viewed as 

separate occurrences, 1 treat them as similar in that they both violate a woman's body on 

multiple levels. 

The artwork of Barbara Carter, Janet Pope and Lois Wilby-Hooper evoke 

reflecrion on the present state of women's health, in tnie postmodem fashion, by making 

'"Mary Bradley's Rerniniscences: A Dornestic Life in Colonial New Brunswick," 
Atlantis vol. 7 no. I (Fall 1980): 97. This quote is taken fiom a passage written by Mary 
Bradley while marriai to her first husband, David Moms, which lasted fiom 1793 until 
his death in 18 17. 
'Rozsika Parker, foreword, The Subversive Stitch: Embroiderv and the Making of the 
Feminine (New York: Routledge, 1984): n. pag-. 



bold critiques of the "cultural certainties" of the world The "certainty'' which Carter and 

Wilby-Hwper attack is that of the ferninine ideal. The pressure to conform to societal 

standards effects ones' emotional well king which âirectly effeîts one's physical health. 

Following the lead of the AIDS Mernorial Quilt, organizations and quilt guilds are using 

fabric to address other health issues threatening women, such as breast cancer. Another 

concem is violence agaimt women and al1 three artists discussed here, have produced 

quilts related to this issue. These health concerns are unique and of equal importance; 

however, the motive for using a quilt as an expressive medium is the sarne. Beyond the 

ariwork's iconography, the medium itself contains a message. Artists have made a 

conscious decision to use a so& hgile, comforting, and protective medium to depict and 

expose the harsh realities of sickness, disease, and violence. The arhvorks aim to provide 

a voice, to educate, to raise awareness, and to energize a response. 

With this subject material, I have reached an intersection and need to renegotiate 

my position. My decision to destabilize the centre and deconstnict the category 'woman' 

by stressing ;women7 in Chapter One confiicts with my discussion of issues which effect 

many women. Because 1 have a strong concem for issues of violence and disease 

afTecting women, i have employed what Gayatri Spivak refers to as a strategic use of 

positive es~entialism.~ 1 am referring to women in a general sense as a means to question 

the societal structures which entertain such threats to women's heaith and to explore how 

artists are using quilts to expose these problems. Also, to avoid slotting women into the 

role of 'tictim", 1 have substituted it with the term "survivor" or "sufferef' as 1 feel 

3Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, T a n  the Subaltem Speak?," Marxism and the 
Intemretation ofCulture, eds- Cary Nelson and Lawrence Grossberg (Urbana and 
Chicago: University of illinois Press, 1988): 271-3 13. 



"victim" implies helplessness and subordination. A suMvor has the ability to make 

choices and despite limitai perimeten, there still exists the "potential for action'? 

Realizing the symbolic, comforting nature of quilts, many guilds use their quilts 

as vehicles for social commentary, and support local causes through fùndraisers. The 

Mayflower Handquilters Society's campaign for 1998 raiseci f h d s  for non-invasive 

cancer treatment equipment. tn one weekend the guild raised S10,000.5 Elaine Hinks, a 

mernber of this quilting group, decided to raise money for abused women with a quilt 

raffle. Hinks created the centrepiece of Peaceful Drearns which depicts a rainbow arching 

over a woman sleeping peacefully as a dove watches over her. The border blocks were 

created by individual women aged seven to seventy! The Sussex Vale Quilters Guild in 

New Brunswick participated in their community's problem by contacting the local 

women's shelter. Members produced a number of "cuddle quilts" to be given to a child in 

need.' The fearfùl emotions of a dire situation are offset by the cornfort, warmth and 

security of a quilt. 

Often, there exists a strong connection between the maker and a quilt or the 

viewer and a quilt For the maker, this relationship is created through the act of sewing. 

The physical bonding of fabric with thread symbolizes the co~ection between quilter 

and quilt. Sewing also induces a rhythm in the maker's psyche. The repetition of a stitch 

is relaxing, almost meditative, mostly due to the sense of trust felt between the hand7 

'Susanne Kappeler, The Will To Violence: The Politics of Personal Behaviour (New 
York: Teachen College Press, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1995): 18. 
5Debbie Breeze, "Regional Reports; Nova Scotia," Canadian Ouilters' Association, 
Newsletter vol- 16 no. 3 (Spring 1998):19. 
6" 'PeaceN' Quilt a Piece of Art," Halifax Chronicle-Herald, 27 Apr- 1994: 84. 
'Jean Foglein, "Regional Reports; New Brunswick," Canadian Ouilten' Association, 
Newsletter vol. 16 no. 3 (Spring 1998): 2 7- 
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needle, thread, and material. For the viewer, quilts are readily identifiable, a comection 

is felt because a quilt pwrdly refea to a familial maker. Quilts evoke a sense of 

cornfort, warmth and security, primarily because they refer to the home and more 

specifically, to our W, thereby creating an intimate associatior 

The bond felt between a quiltmaker or a viewer and a quilt is ostensibly linked to 

the sewe of touch. This sense lends itself to the healing power of quilts. Touch 

encourages and expresses a closenes, brïnging the physical propertks of a quilt to Mee 

In The Natural History of the Senses, Diane Ackerman explains that what is fascinahg 

about our senses is their capacity to span cultures, distance, and tirne.' Touch has a 

tremendous capacity to c o ~ e c t  us to the pst ,  and some of our most cherished memories 

of people and places are remembered through the sense of touck This relation to touch 

and its link to the power of healing is significant in a quilt's use for commemorative art 

projects. 

Once the tragedy inflicted by A I D S  and HlV was realized, a quilt was begun as a 

means to create awareness and honor those lost to the disease. By 1987, in San Francisco, 

The Narnes Project was established to manage a collection of cloth panels started by 

Cleve Jones after he made a quilt for his m'en4 Martien Feldman? The community art 

project was named the AIDS Memonal Quilt The quilt travels intematioually, 

regrettably, growing larger with every stop as the disease continues to ravage. Each panel 

is three feet by six feet, the size of a human grave. Their purpose is to celebrate and 

preserve the memories of those who have died of HIV and lUDS related illnesses. The 

*Diane Ackerman, The Natural Histow of the Seases (New York: Radom House, 1990): 
'mi, 
'Emil Sher, "The A I D S  Quilt," The Toronto Star 29 Nov. 199 1 : A29. 
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AJDS Quilt has over 42,960 panels which include 83,279 names and the quilt only 

represents twenty percent of ail AIDS deaths in the United StatedO The World Health 

Organization proclaimed N D S  the wodd's fastest spreading epidemic, and worldwïde, 

women are the fastest growing group of new HIV infections" The A i û S  Memorial Quilt 

marks the first time that an illness has inspired a national rn~nument.'~ The quilt gives a 

voice to those passed, allows panel maken to grieve, and forces society to acknowledge 

A D S  and hopefÛiiyl react13 

By 1989, Canada had started its own AIDS Memorial Quilt which consists of over 

500 panels. Unlike its American counterpart, the panels are not sewn together to form 

one large quilt. Rather, eight panels are sewn together to form a single bveive foot 

section. There are more than seventy sections which f o m  the Canadian Qui1t.l' 

Appropnately, one of the fint public buildings to display a portion of Canada's A i D S  

Quilt was Province House in Halifax in 1994. This site fittingly illustrates that AIDS is 

everyone's concem and affects d l  people as Province Houe is the people's House." Its 

' m e  AiDS Memorial Quilt, intemet website: httpJ/~~~~aidsquilt.org!qUiltlfacts. html. 
These statistics were last updated 2 Sept 1999. 
"The AIDS Mernorial Quilt, internet website: 
http//:www.aidsquilt org!namesprojectfoundation 
I2Peter, Hawkins, "Nming Names: The Art of Memory and the NAMES Project AIDS 
Quilt," Thinking About Exhibitions, eds. Reesa Greenberg, Bruce W. Ferguson and 
Sandy Nairne (London: Routledge, 1996): 139. 
I3Another project involving quilts and the HIV/AIDS epidemic is the ABC Quilts Project. 
Established by Ellen Ahlgren of New Hampshire in 1988, the project brings comfort and 
happiness to HIV and AIDS infected babies by providiog them with their own quilt To 
date, approximately 250,000 quilts have been delivered to hospitals, foster homes, &y 
care centres and homes of out-patients to the United States, Puerto Riw, Chile, Moscow, 
and Romania For more information see ABC Ouilts Proiect, intemet website: 
http://www-jbu-edulABCQui1 W 
'"Canadian AIDS Memoriai Quilt, internet website: httpY/w\~w.quiltcde~hist.html 
"Maureen Googoo and Rick Conrad, "'Putting a Face on AIDS: Ribbons, Quilt 
Mernorials to Victims of Disease," Halifax Chronicle-Herald 2 Dec. t 994: A 1 3. 
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placement also mimics the display of the Amencan AIDS Memonal Quilt on the Mal1 in 

Washington D.C. b e d  by the Capital and the Washington Monument Although not a 

federal capitol, Halifax's positioning of the quilt in front of buildings which stand for 

power, representation, decision-making and dernocracy, highlight the need to reverse the 

pub tic's indifferençe and the politicians' inaction- 

The A i D S  Mernorial Quilt is similar to the traditional quiltmaking we saw in 

Chapter One in that it combines a memocy quilt and an album or friendship quilt, by 

piec i ng together individual1 y made bloc ks for speci fic individuais. While a traditional 

method is use& the discoune surrounding the quilt has been redirected. The AIDS Quilt 

is an example of the mnsition fiom private to public syrnbols," fiom women's culture 

to national culture, fiom feminine imagery to feminine und masculine imagery, and 

"from separate spheres to common threads."16 Due to its scope, it is the largest ongoing 

community arts project thereby continuing the tradition of neighbours gathering together 

to sew and produce a quilt. Working together provides people not only with a sense of 

cornmunity but also of accomplishment. The A D S  sufferer or griever does not feel 

isoiated and alone. Those who have lost someone to AIDS feel sewing a panel has eased 

their grÎef stating, "to sew is to grieve, to grieve is to heal."17 The A I D S  Quilt's disarming 

comfort acts as a plea for humanity to pay attention, and it captures a range of ernotions 

fiom hope and sorrow to rage and love. 

With 18,000 Canadian women k i n g  diagnosed with breast cancer a year, this 

disease has become a primary concern for womenlg Wishing to participate in the fight 

I6Elaine Showalter, Sister's Choice (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 199 1 ): 1 70. 
"Sher, A29. 
''Life Quilt For Breast Cancer, pamphlet. n.d. 
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against the disease, Barbra Amesbury and Joan Chalmen organized an exhibition unithg 

Canadian artists with breast cancer suwivors in order to depict the effects of living with 

breast cancer.I9 The exhibition. Suwivors In Search of a Voice: The Art of Coura~e?' 

aspired to stand as a "moving syrnbol" like the AIDS QuilP1 as it travelled to galleries 

and musewns across Canada Twenty-four artists were chosen and two artists, Barbara 

Todd and Annette Francoise, produced quilts for their contribution Todd decided to 

combine a spiral motif with the CO& shape as s p b o l s  for life and youth and old age 

and death? Francoise's abstract quilt represents both the physicai and emotional aspects 

of cancer by juxtaposing order with chaos? Both artists successfully portrayed the ordeal 

of battling cancer by choosing a medium so closely linked to women, our bed, sickness, 

and healing. 

The idea for the Life Quilt for Breast Cancer was also conceived in 1995 as a 

means to provide "emotional support through traditional quilting bees and raises b d s  to 

give practical information and support to women with breast can~er ."~~ This 

art-in-progress triptych is composed of three six by eight foot hand-painted Cotton quilts 

and has been hand quilted by thousands as it crosses the country. More than 15,000 

- - 

19Barbni Amesbury, Survïvors In Search of a Voice: The Art of Courage (Toronto: The 
Woodlawn Arts Fowidation, 1995) 
?'For more information about this exhi'bition see Caroline Stevens, Workinn Bodies: 
Feminist Alternatives to Passive Re~resentations of "Ferninine" Comoreality. U A .  
Thesis, Department of Art History, Concordia University, 1996. Stevens examines the 
exhibition's denial of passive representations of wornen h o u &  its corporeal existence. 
Her study also investigates issues of philanthropy, activism and women's perceived 
femininity. 
21Amesbury, 6. 
=rbid-' 15. 
"-o., 43. 
24Life Quilt For Breast Cancer, pamphlet, n.d. 
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people across Canada have added stitches to the three quilts? The first and second quilis 

have been completed and 1 was fortunate eaough to add stitches to the third quilt which is 

near completion. Each painted panel is framed by a double border made of 136, six by 

six inch, squares created by over 100 individuals which relay personal stories of victory 

and loss. While the border panels convey stories of personal and varied expenences, the 

painted centres of each quilt articulate a universal narrative. Each quilt's painted centre 

was created by artist Gay Mitchell who chose Iandscape scenes to depict the jomey of 

fighting cancer. The first qdt ,  Cut in Prime, shows a forest left devastated by 

clear-cutting. Only the stumps stand amidst a foreboding background The second quilt, 

Cal1 to Rebirth, depicts the same landscape, but the tree stumps have been replaced with 

signs of new growth of grass and f i r e ~ e e d , ~ ~  symbolizing the glimmer of hope. The third 

quilt, The Green C ~ ~ O D Y ,  stands for restoration as mature trees have replaced the 

darnaged site? The Life Ouilt project also raises fwids and distributes educational 

material in order to raise awareness. The second quilt was unveiled at the World 

Conference on Breast Cancer in 1997? The Life Ouilt for Breast Cancer iconically 

sumrnarized the coderence's motto - "Break the Silence - Stop the Epidemic: Open the 

Doon to Dialogue mund the World'" - with its penond stories and by travelling across 

Canada reaching millions of people. These selected art projects are few among many 

- - - -  - - 

25Life Ouilt For Breast Cancer, pamphlet, n-d. 
"Anne Marie Todkill, 'Tabric of Hope: The Life Quilt for Breast Cancer", Canadian 
Medical Association Journal vol. 160 issue 1 (1999): n- pag. reprinted at the intemet 
we bsite: httpJ/\~~~~cmaca/cmaj/vo1~16OIissue- 1 lissue- 1. htm 
%id., n- pag.. 
28This conference was held July 13- 17, 1997 at Queen's University in Kingston, Ontario. 
"McGill, internet website; http://www.mc@ll-ca/jgh/hc/ 12. htm 
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which have succeeded in raising awareness and garnenng support for AIDS and oreast 

cancer. 

Quilts are entering the political arena by speaking up and out about a nurnber of  

societal issues. However, using cloth as a voice to expose truths is not entirely new to this 

century. The begimings of such uses for cloth predates the Suffrage movement? and can 

be traced back to ancient Greek mythology. Two fernale deities whose health was 

dramatically fl'ted by cloth are Arachne and Phil~mela.~' The work and objectives of 

Carter, Pope and Wilby-Hooper 1 d i scw  parallel these mythological figures. 

A confident Arachne challenged Athena, goddess of weaving to a weaving 

contest. Recognizing that Arachne had woven the better piece, Athena grew angry and hit 

Arachne on the head with her shuttle. Unable to endure this punishment Arachne hung 

herself Sympathizing with the girl, Athena fieed her from her noose and said, '2ive on 

indeed wicked girl, but hang thou ~till".'~ Athena then turned the rope into a web and 

transformed Arachne into a venomous spider destined to weave webs f ~ r e v e r . ~ ~  

In S~ide r  Weaves the World (1991) Fig. S),  Janet Pope, of bsport, Nova 

Scotia, States that as a fabric artist, she feeb a close affinity to the spider and its woven 

webs. She wanted to celebrate the spider as a sister-creator." Pope pays homage to 

Arachne by recognizing her not o d y  as a sistercreator but also as a heroine. Pope is not 

3 T ~ r  more information the Suffragettes use of cloth bannes see Lisa Tickner, The 
Swctacle of Women: Imagery of the Suffrage CamDaip 1907-14 (Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1988. 
"My thanks to Professor Janice Helland for referring me to Eluabeth Wayland Barber, 
Women's Work: The First 20,000 Y-. Women. Cloth and Society in Earlv Times 
(New York: WW. Norton & Co., 1994). 
320viQ Metamomhoses vol. 1, book VI, Engiish trans. Frank Justus Miller (1916; 
Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 1977): 297. 
330vid, 289-299 
%Janet Pope, persona1 interview, 7 June 1997. 



alone in this tribute to Arachne. The spider web motif was often stitched into crazy 

quilts, including Lelia MacLachlan's craty quilt discussed in Chapter One. Arachne had a 

great deal of confidence and talent Even as a spider, Arachne has the ability to use 

thread to create beautifid patterns which host life and activity. Pope rewpizes thai, in 

the past, sewing was used to indoctn'nate proper behaviow and that sewing a quilt was 

oRen viewed as a type of bondage. However, Pope also recognizes that self expression 

evolved within the confines of this bondage and that the notion of quilting as a househoid 

task changed once the se= of community and artististic expression developed fiom the 

quilting bee.35 irt Soider Weaves the World, the web is a symbol for this bondage, but 

within it, Pope fin& the liberation to express her creativity and references women's 

connection to ~ 1 0 t h . ~ ~  

Interestingly, Athena and Arachne were used as examples of proper and improper 

ferninine behaviour as well as proper textile production Not only did Arachne suffer at 

the hand of Athena, but she continued to be vilified by nineteenth century society. When 

John Ruskin3' relayed this myth in an address in 1870, he polarized Arachne and 

Athena.'* At one end was Athena who embodied "propei' womanhood and "proper" 

textile-rnaking, and at the other end was the deviant Arachne. The evidence of their 

character lies in their embroidery." Arachne depicted the "unmentionable" by illustrating 

'*Janet Pope, personal i n t e ~ e w ,  7 June 1997. 
=The focus on women's biologieal ability to create life and the p a i ~ g  of women and 
nature lends itself to essentialism and univedism- While these 'isms' may be evident 
and problematic, for me, this piece references sewing in women's heritage and addresses 
the 'bondage' involved in a women's rearing and its role for today's artists. 
"John Ruskin was a prominent English art and literary cntic and social reformer in the 
mid to late 1800s. 
"Sarat Maharaj, "Arachne's Genre: Towards Inter-Culturai Studies in Textilesy" Journal 
of Desim Kistorv vol. 4 no. 2 (1991): 75. 
391bid. 
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twenty-one instances involving the gods' deceit and violation of women." She used her 

weaving as her voice to expose the injustices threatening the health and welfare of  

women. Athena on the other han4 depicted situations where mortals had challenged gods 

and were punished (foreshadowing Arachne's fate) and celebrated civic manners, virtws, 

rnorals, and the laws of men.'' Speaking to the women in the audience7 Ruskin's mode1 

for proper needlework/femininity praised Athena and condemned Arachne's fortitude- 

Women were e n w q e d  to follow Athena's example and to resist Arachne's 

unbecoming ways. Ruskin stated, 'Po young girls still sew samplers? Let's hope they 

have not let such sounâ, Athena-work lapse. It would arnount to courting Arachne's 

fate"."* Ruskin' s speech rea&rrns society 's inculcation of the notion of "proper" 

femininity in the 1800s. Yet, when reading Ovid's poem, I was struck by the sympathetic 

nature in which he porü-ayed Arachne. He describes her as graceful and de&" This 

illustrates the shifting perceptions and how myths are readily adapted to fit the belief 

systems of a society. Both Barbara Carter and Lois Wilby-Hooper reject any received 

'-wisdom" and cease believing in grand narratives by debunking the myth of the ideal 

womm. 

Barbara Carter is a fabric artist fiom Mahone Bay, Nova Scotia- It was not unti1 

she incorporated fabric into her pahtings that she decided to work entirely with quilts. 

Carter deals with issues of alcoholism, abuse, denial and the pressures that enforce social 

conformity. Her quilt Mother and Dauehter (The Legacy) (1990) (Fig. 6), is part of a 

series of works based on family photographs and focuses on the artist's effort to explore 



her own identity by examiaing the women who came before her." Another piece, titled 

Their Pumose (1990), depicts four femaie relatives, Iined in the same fashion as Mother 

and Daughter (The Legacy). The shades of brown Carter has selected for both the figures 

and the background are "reminiscent of sepia-tone photographs and of rural life"." The 

flat background is itself muteci, denying the figures their voice and forces the viewer to 

confront the rigid figures and their body language. Aligneci in a row, alrnost in a 

militaristic fashion, the wornen march forward in their "status quo role7' The mother's 

side glance suggests an authoritative examinhg of the daughter malong sure she is 

behaving properly. For Carter, this piece comments on the code of silence between her 

female farnily memben which went hand in hand with toeing the line. The layers of the 

quilt reflect the layea of  self encountering familial and societal p re~sures .~  Carter's title 

is as layered as the achial quilt By including "The Legacyn in her title, she refea to both 

quilting abilities and heirloom quilts which are generally passed on hom generatioo to 

generation. Moreover, Carter alludes to the legacy of a particular set of feminine 

characteristics passed on from mother to daughter. Her quilt and title act as a metaphor 

for the way patterns of behaviour are kept like objects. The artist simultaneously refen to 

treasured objects and despised characteristics. Symbolicaliy, Carter's break fiorn 

traditional quilting represents the aspiration of breaking free fiom old patterns of 

behaviour." Her quilt will be passed on with the hope that this challenge to societal 

confomity will be passed on as well. 

'Some Women Artists in Nova Scotia Now (Halifax: NS: Art Gallery Mount Saint 
Vincent University, IWO): n. pag.. 
451bid. - 
"Barbara Carter, personal intewiew, 4 Aug. 1997. 
"lbid. - 
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Carter's use of photographs and fabnc is interesting, but certainly not new to 

quiltrnaking As mentioned in Chapter One, photographs and prints were ofien 

incorporated into a quilt's design. Additionally, in pioncer days, when young women 

rnoved From home to settle and begin their own f d l y ,  fabric scraps were exchanged by 

mail and substituted as photographs. The pieces of  fabric included in a quilt would serve 

as reminden of individual farnily members or as memories of days spent together. Carter 

continues this correlation behveen photography and quilting by using a quilt to reflzct on 

photographs of female family rnemben. Typically, quilts embellished with photographs 

served as tributes to the person(s) depicted. Here, Carter makes a different comment; she 

is not simply presenting these women, but re-presenting them. Annette Kuhn States that a 

photographie image conveys meaning beyond the immediate context and speaks more of 

cultural meanings." The farnily photograph serves primarily as a record Just as pieces of 

material and quilts did years ago, a photograph stands for visual, physical evidence that 

the family exists. Kuhn believes a photograph "look towards a fuhcre time when things 

will be different, anticipating a need to remember what will s m n  be p a ~ t " . ~ ~  Kuhn's 

article focuses on a picture of herself as a baby and deals with her relationship with her 

mother. She sees the photograph as a public presentation of a "well turned out?' child 

which acts as "a credit to her mother". Carter's Mother and Daughter (The Legacy) 

represents the generations of "well turned out" women. Kuhn believes family photos 

- - - - - - 

48Annette Kuhn, "A Credit to her Mother," Feminist Subiects, Multi-Media: Cuitural 
Methodolo~es," eds. Penny Florence and Dee Reyn~ids (Manchester: Manchester UP, 
1995): 59. 
J9tbid. - 
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constnict "the world of the family as a utopia? Carter exposes this utopia with her 

qui1 ted photographs. 

in Don't Make Waves (1995) (Fig 7), Lois Wilby-Hooper, of St--Stephen, New 

Brunswick, also symbolks the extemally irnposed pressures of social confonnity and 

knowing one's place. It is aptly paired with Carter's piece as the message relays the 

wcalled appropriateness of submitting to one's role. Wilby-Hooper uses the tradtional 

pattern of Smbon.net Sue, which depicts a young girl standing in profile and whose face 

is covered by a bonnet The pattern has been used roughly since the 1900s and continues 

to be popular today. Like the Dresden Plate pattern, Subonnet Sue quilts can ofien be 

found at quilt faim The figure bears a resemblance to the Holly Hobbie figures I 

collected as a child In fact, my grandmother made a wall hanging for a11 her 

granddaughten depicting Holly Hobbie. Perfectly poised, in protile, with her bonnet 

covering her face and her han& clasped behind her back, Holly marches forward with 

her black cat trailing behind her. It was not until 1 met and intewîewed Wilby-Hwper 

that I began to think of Holly/Sue in a different marner. As with Kuhn's baby 

photograph, HollyISue is a 'credit to her mother'. The idea for an art quilt using Sue 

evolved frorn research Wilby-Hooper was doing on Victorian costume. Through her 

studies, she began reading a number of advice books for women, popular during the 

Victonan p e n d  Wilby-Hooper was intrigued to discover that the female writen' names 

were pseudonyrns for male authors." It is telling that men were fonning and promothg 

the characteristics of the "ideal" woman: quiet and submissive, perfoming selfless acts 

and occupying every moment with domestic duties. Wilby-Hooper related this "ideal 



woman" to Sunbonnet Sue. ln Don't Make Waves. Sue fights to stay afloat as she 

stniggles against the waves. In the artikt's words, "she is far from shore and no help is at 

hand, The waves obscure her view of the horizon and she rises and falls with no sense of 

direction."52 The artist selected featureless fabric with no directional pattern to represent 

Sue's plights3 The title is similar to the saying "Don't rock the boat7'. Both advise not to 

upset the order of things. Sue bas perhsps not heeded this advice and strayed outside the 

confines of proper femininity which resulted in her pcedicament This piece is part of a 

senes representing violence against women which I will return to later in the process of 

revealing the rest of  Sue's journey. 

One o f  the l e s t  acknowledged threats to women's health are violent acts. 

Specifically, domestic abuseY poses great danger to a number of women in Canadas5 in 

1993, 59% of those killed in a domestic relationship were ~ o r n e n - ' ~  This statistic has 

resuited in a number of shelters k i n g  developed for women and children suffering fiom 

abuse. In New Brunswick, in 2996, a reported 1074 women were residing at transition 

houses." Domestic abuse should be treated as an equally serious infnngemeot to 

women's health as cancer and A I D S .  

S2Lois Wil by-Hooper, artist statement, n.d. 
"Lois Wilby-Hooper, persona1 interview, 25 Aug. 1997. 
YBy the term "domestic abuse7', I am refem-ng to incidents of  assault, both physical and 
psychological, occurring in the home by a family member or  fiom an intirnate 
relationship. I am specifieally refem-ng to hstances where men are the aggresson, 
carrying out the abuse agaïnst women 
15For more information see for example, Maitha Aibertson Fineman and Roxame 
Mykitiuk, The Public Nature of Private Violence (New York: Routledge, 1994). 
56Women in Canada, 3rd edition, Statistics Canada, cat. no. 89-503E (Ottawa: Minister of 
Industry, 1 995): 1 O3 
%B Rewrt Car& New B d c k  Advisory Council on the Status of Women, 1997: 17. 



Aside from the general statistics of dornestically abused women across Canada, 

one of the most brutal focused acts of violence against women was the Montreal 

Massacre. On December 6, 1989, Mark Lépine walked into an engineering class at the 

Université de Montréal's Ewle Polytechnique armed with a semiautomatic rifle and 

declared, "You7re al1 a bunch of feminists, 1 hate ferninists.** He killed fourteen young 

womed9 and wounded another thirteen people. Public reaction and newspaper coverage 

were rnixed? A debate rnounted as to whether this was an "isolated act of a madman" or 

a "reflection of misogyny in our society?' Jacques Parizeau, then leader of the Parti 

Québecois, "spoke of silence as the only way to commemorate this tragedy.'*2 Ignonng 

Panzeau's attempt to avoid addressing the root of this tragedy, a plethora of vigils, 

rallies, and cornmernorative art projects began. However, debate ensued again once the 

design for a Women's Monument was reveded in Vancouver in 1994. The problem 

stemmed from the monument's inscription: "--.in memory and in grief for al1 the women 

who have been murdered by mes..'" Many men felt as though they were king blamed 

for the acts of a few. in her book, The Will to Violence, Susanne Kappeler notes that 

''Judy Steed, "Breakhg the Cycle of Violence Against Women," The Toronto Star 4 
Dec. 1994: A 1. 
'"These women were: Geneviève Bergeron (2 l), Hélène Colgan (23), Nathalie Croteau 
(23)' Barbara Daigneault (22), AnneMarie Edward (2 1 ), Maud Haviemick (29), Barbara 
Maria Klucznik (3 1), Maryse Laganiere (25), Maryse Leclair (23), Anne-Marie Lemay 
(27)' Sonia Pelletier (28), Michele Richard (2 I), St-Arneault (23), Annie Turcotte 
(21 )* 
60For more information see Louise Malette, and Marie Chalouh, eds., The Montreal 
Massacre, trans. Marlene Wildeman (Charlottetown: Gynergy Books, 199 1). This book 
examines the reaction in Québec and compares the coverage in the French-language and 
English-language media- 
6'"Publisher's note", Malette, and Chalouh: n-pag.. 
%ancine Pelletier, "They Shoot Horses Don't They," LaPresse Montréal] 9 Dec. 1989 
translated and reprinted in Mallete and Chalough: 36. 
"Paula Gustafson, "The Women's Monument Project," Es-pace vol. 3 1 (Printemps/Spring 
1995): 19. 



'tiolence is named after its victims: violence against women, sexuai abuse of children, 

. . . [and] anti-Semitism . . . P< The controversy over the monument arose fiom aaming the 

initiators of the violence. I f  violence is named for its sufferers, why not acknowledge the 

instigaton? 1s this not a means to increase awareness and dialogue? Namkg names by 

identifying AIDS sufferers with their names on quilt panels was essential to raising 

awareness about AIDS. Ignoring this crucial aspect of the problem of violence agakt 

women will only compound the problem. Certain art projects and the artwork of Pope, 

Carter, and Wilby-Hooper deny the silencing of this problem and challenge the 

suppression of women's voices. In the past, opinions and cnticism about abuse or the 

hope for happier days might have been hidden, as in Grace's decision to sew a Tree of 

Paradise quilt in Alias Grace. A quilt pattern could express true feelings without crossing 

the line of acceptable behaviour. Today, quiltea are overtly expressing their ideas. Their 

texts are more readily understood. 

Philomela was a mythologicai figure who subtly used weaving as her voice to 

expose a violent act Philomela was raped by her sister's husband, Tereus. To ensure that 

she would not speak of this eviI crime, he locked her away in a hut deep in the woods and 

cut out her tongue. Philomela wove the story of Tereus's sins into a cloth and sent it to 

her sister who understood what had transpire4 helped her escape and together they 

avenged themselves on Tereus!' Physically deprived of her voice, Philomela used her 

weaving to speak and to right an injustice. 

%appeler, 1. 
"Ovid, Metamorphoses vol. 1, book VI, English trans. Frank Justus Miller (1 9 16; 
Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 1977): 3 19-335. 



Women have felt the piun of abuse for centuries. Mary Bradley, whom I referred 

to in Chapter One and is quoted at the begiming of this chapter, faced abuse in the late 

1800s. Bradley struggled with her feelings of anger and hatred when her first husband's 

temper and disposition tumed out to be less than satisrng- She had hoped to "receive 

the greatest marks of attention, kindness and indulgence from him" but rather was forced 

into obedience and showa "marks of resentment if his wishes were not met"? When 

thoughts of retaliation entered her min4 she noted in bec di- that she %ad sufficient 

self-possession to refhin fkom speaking in an unbecoming manne?'." When her husband 

finally granted her permission to go into town and to stay as long as she pleased, she 

stated that she "felt iike a bird released from its cage"? 

Unfortmately, Mary Bradley's words continue to be spoken. The analogy of an 

abused woman feeling trapped or caged is a popular one. Janet Pope's artwork Traoaed 

Birds. Free Birds ( 1993) (Fig. 8) exemplities Bradley's thoughts. The piece portrays a 

bird at three different stages.@ First, the bird is isolated and trappeci, boxed in at al1 

corners, with no place to go. The second stage reflects the hope of breaking fiee as the 

bird begins to spread its wings upward and poke through the boundary. In the third panel, 

the bird is released from its confines and is completely liberated, joining other birds 

soaring towards the Sun. The progression of panels in ttüs piece depicts how the pain of 

entrapment of this bird is transfonned into a more liberated, spiritual state of beùig.'O 

&'Mary Bradley's Reminiscences: A Domestic Life in Colonial New Brunswiclg": 95. 
671bid, - 
681bid., 97. 
@Tope actually thinks of the bird as genderless and represents for her the fragility of life; 
specifically, her brother's life, who died in 1992 of cancer, Janet Pope, letter to the 
author, 13 Nov. 1997. 
'Olanet Pope, letter to the author, 13 NOK 1997. 



Carter's ''cage" is not so Iiteral and depicts the trappings/entrapments of one's 

own home. Her quilt Home 1s Not AIwavs Sweet (1990) (Fig 9) recontigures the adage 

"Home Sweet Home". The saying is generally inscribed on mats and signs welcoming 

visitors into homes. Carier creates a tension by depicting a scene and by using a title 

antithetical to the saying "Home Sweet Home" on a quilt - the epitome of home. A nice 

home with a white picket fence stands for the perfeît picture of happiness. Carter shows 

that we should not be fooled by fàcades, or pictufes. Iust as her quilts relating to her 

family photographs showed, appearances can be deceiving. In the image, Carter has 

juxtaposed two scenarios under one roof. The viewer glimpses these two scenes through 

two street fiont windows. in the first, a man and woman, presumably husband and wife7 

sit side by side as the man Hectionately wraps his a m  around his wife. The couple seem 

to agree with the 3deal" setting The other window depicts quite the opposite scenarïo. A 

man, much larger than the woman, looms over her with a raised clenched fist. The 

woman's arms are outstretched in protest and her mouth is open simulating a scream; but 

her screams are not heard fiom within the house walls. However, this quilt gives her that 

voice, just as Philomela's weaving supplied her with a voice. The tension present in 

domestic abuse juxtaposes the safety and security of the home and the threat or act of 

violence. Carter heightens this juxtaposition by using a cornfortable medium to expose 

the uncornfortable issue of domestic violence. Again, Carter has uncovered the "myth of 

the ideal" by showing "a not so sweet reality"." 

Continuing this sarne theme is a senes by Wilby-Hooper. The artist decided to 

examine SUnb0~et Sue m e r  and produce a series exploring the issue of domestic 

"Lindsey Arnold, "Barbara Carter: Art and the Process of Politicization," Atlantis vol. 18 
no. I & 2 (FalUSummer 1992,1993): 265. 
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abuse. Deeply moved by the Montreal Môssacre, she decided to take a closer look at 

"Sue". The artist was struck by the fact that in the hmdreds of "Suen patterns, her face is 

never shown. She felt that this was somehow symbolic. She began to wonder what the 

bonnet could be concealing. Besides reinforcing Sue's anonymity, Wilby-Hooper felt the 

bonnet could be covering signs of physical abuse." In Sue Anonvmous (1993) (Fig. IO), 

the tiny figure stands without perspective agakt a violent background of purple, red, 

yellow and green diagond bands- The colwrç symbdize the colour of bm-ses." Two 

interlaced hearts fdl and Iose their shape as they metamorphosize into drops of blood 

(symbolized by red beads) until they flow and drip off the bottom edge." The reverse 

side of the quilt is a wholecloth of a printed spider web which serves as a symbol of 

Sue's entrapment and also referencing Arac hne's fate. Wil by-Hooper believes that "as 

the cycle of physical abuse continues, it becomes entangled with mental abuse,"'.' 

therefore this was the next phase for her series. This fom of abuse is just as brutal, but 

most dificult to represent Msually. Violence is generally measured by its damage. 

Because psychological abuse leaves no visible marks, its seriousness and degree of pain 

is often overlooked Wilby-Hmper stmggled with how to represent something where the 

'proof - the psychological scars - are hidden. In Down and Down (1994) (Fig. II), Sue 

tumbles head first fkom an indistinct gray area, into a downward spiral, which becornes 

darker and darker as she falls.76 Using a spiral shape for the quilting stitch, Wilby-Hooper 

reinforces Sue's "rapid descent and suggests the tomado of emotions she e~periences".~ 

72Wi 1 by-Hooper, personal intem-ew, 25 Aug. 1997. 
%id 
'%id. 
"Lois Wilby-Hooper, d s t  statement 
761bid. 
"fiid. - 



The artist States that 'the subtle grays h p l y  the insidious effect of mental abuse, From 

barely recognizable beginnings to the devastating realization o f  entrapment"? Again she 

uses traditional quilt motifs. Besides S U n b ~ ~ e t  Sue, the puddle is depicted by using a 

log cabin m e t h d  The last work in the series is titled Now You Don't Have Me (1995) 

(Fig. 12). This title is taken fiom a quote made by a woman who had endured ten years of 

abuse and had finally lefi her situation, whose story Wilby-Hooper had read in the 

newspaper. This piece represents the sense of liberatiou and the end of abuse. mer a 

long winter, the tree is awakened and a few buds are sprouting into leaves symbolizing 

revival and rebirth. Against the sunn'se, the twisted branches at the top of the tree reveal a 

silhouette of Sue symbolizing a new life for Sue and the abused woman? This quilt 

completes the series and liberates Sue fiom her static, muted pattern. 

The power of quilts is immeasurable. Arachne and Philomela used the language 

of weaving to expose violations to women's health. Art projects, such as the ones 

discussed above use quilts to ease mourning, evoke reflection, generate awareness, and 

inspire dialogue and action. The placement of a quilt in front o f  governmental or 

historical buildings, or along the corridors of hospitals, ipi tes  people and provides a 

sense of comfort and securïty. Pope, Carter and Wilby-Hwper have created beautifid and 

inspirational qui1 ts to depict the somber realities of physical and psychological abuse. Al l 

three artists have exposed the myth of  the 'ideal', just as Arachne and Philomela took a 

stand and exposed truths. Arachne was criticized for sewing an "improper" textile 

because it did not confonn to the category. Fittingiy, Pope, Carter and Wilby-Hooper 

produce artworks which are often discussed as not agreeing with the category ccquilt". 

"Lois Wilby-Hooper, artist statement. 
'%ois Wilby-Hooper, personal interview, 25 Aug. 1 997. 
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Carter, Pope and Wilby-Hwper have used their quilts as both methods of self discovery 

and as acts of politicization. Ail these artworks deny the sharne and fear of sickness, 

disease and abuse and inscribe a sense of libration to the maker and the viewer, 



CONCCUSION 

Despite the number of quilt revivals throughout the 20th century, ofien discussed 

in American and Canadian quilt history, the pivotal role of quiltmaking in rural New 

Brunswick and Nova Scotia remained constant as an essentiai item, as a social activity, 

and as an aesthetic and political objectl Both provinces serve as excellent sites for 

examining the quilt7s position in early pioneer ami Victorian days and in today's quilting 

community and artworld Besides fulfilling the family's essential needs of pioneer living, 

the quilt was transformeci into a powef i l  means for women to contribute to society and 

expand their public role. The primary means of this move into the public sphere was 

through the disenfranchisement of the fiolic or bee, which developed into exclusively 

female organizations, either religious o r  c o m m u n i t y - b d  Whether sent abroad during 

both World Wars, across Canada during such disasters as the Manitoba floods (in 1950 

and 1998), or used as local fundraisers for causes like domestic abuse, quilts serve as a 

driving force, cultivating wornen's social involvement and political activity, be it on a 

local, national or international level. 

The power of a quilt extends beyond its ability to organize women and rally a 

social issue. Through its motive for creation, composition, images, and placement, a 

quilt relays a tremendous amount of meaning and emotion to both the maker and the 

viewer. The power of a quilt is closely aligned with cornmunity. Through the quilting 

bee, it involves members of a community. Speciai quiIts reflect, rituals, events, and 

'This opinion is based on several interviews 1 conducteci in New Brunswick and 
statements made by Robson and MacDonald, introduction: x. 
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problems of a community. Further, quilts impact upon a comunity by exposing 

socio-political realities, educating the public and aidhg people in need 

Quilts can be treated as a language, each one k ing  read as unique and expressive 

texts. This thesis functions like a quilt in that bot. are texts pieced together, accentuating 

some areas more so than othen, but nevettheless forming a cohesive pattern 1 have a h  

s h o w  how the role of  quilts in our lives has surfaced in literature throughout the 

nineteenth and twentieth centunes whether documentai in the personai diaries of 

nineteenth cenhiry women or used as thematic markers in novels Iike Alias Grace and 

Ouilt, 

The popularity of the quilt is evident in the continued growth of the quiltmaking 

i n d w  and its venture into popular culture, assurning lead roles in plot developrnent in 

film and television. Another example is the expansion of local agricultural fain where 

women could display their creations and win awarâs. Today, the YWCA annuai quilt fair 

in Moncton, New Brunswick is the Iargest of its kind in Atlantic Canada bringing 

together quilters fiom across the province, and has resulted in quilts king purchased as 

officia1 gifts for world dignitaries. 

By negotiating the sacrosanct boundarïes of quilting, the AIDS Quilt and artists 

1 ike Carter, Pope, Sawyer, and Wilby-Hooper have disrupted our conventional reading of 

a quilt; however, traditional quiltmahng is not completely disregarded Each of the 

artists I discuss incorporate elements of the tradition into theû pieces. Pope often uses a 

crazy quilt pattern for her backgrounds. Wilby-Hooper and Sawyer remain close to the 

tradition by incorporating traditional patterns, like Sunbonnet Sue and the Dresden Plate 
- - - - - 

21t is estimated that quiltmaking is a five billion dollar industry in the United States. 
Todav, NBC, 10 July 1999. 
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into their works. One of the most important elements al1 the artists integrate at some 

point, is the use of recycleci material. This aspect of quilting reafflrms the rebirth of 

material creating another life for the fabric. It also continues the oral history aswciated 

with recycled material and the sense of nostalgia involved in the quiltmaking tradition. 

While these elements are secondary or are somehow altered, art quilts continue to act as 

cultural tmnsmitters. Today7s art quilts not ody link generations of culture; they link 

traditional and conternporary ideas. Artists are builduig on the foundations of histoncal 

quilts. Drawing from the visual and structurai aspects of traditional quilts, fabric &sts 

take these aspects and cast them within a conceptual Framework, thrreby offering yet 

another " h e "  for a quilt and W n g  to the quiltrnaking continuum. 

The 'art object" status king attributed to quilts by art gallenes and museums has 

raised several concerns, specifically, the cornparison to other visual arts, predominantly 

viewed as male, such as painting; the separation of quilts from women's culture; and the 

treatment of quilts as cornmodities. My opinion is that other art fonns face these 

problems as well, and that the quilt were exploited before entenng the fine art world 

However, the second criticism is of some importance. Exhibitions such as the one at the 

Whitney Museum, in my view, are dehimental in that they erase or distance quilts fiom 

their culture. A quilt's formal aesthetics are difficult to ignore, however, as a sole focus 

paired with modemist art movements leads to rnisrepresentation and an elimination of an 

important component of the art form. How quilts are exhi%ited is the critical factor. 

Exhibitions, 1 agree, should contextualize and identiQ traditional quilts so that their 

makers are not rendered static and anonyrnous, and should also include contemporary 

work as to not Ieave the art fom in the p s t .  Exhibitions such as the two shows at the 
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Owens Art Gallery (1967 and 1970), strictly contempocary shows like Quilt '89 and Old 

Nova Scotian Ouilts (1993) have broken fiom Holstein's mode1 and have successfirlly 

portrayed the quiltmaking tradition. Despite the rïsk of misrepresentation, art galleries 

and museurns m o r d  a certain amount of recognition and validation to the artist and the 

medium and offer quilts another venue to be heard, to be challenged and to impact the 

viewer. Because quilts are a historically grounded, aesthetic, compelling and evolving 

art fona, they deserve to be included in p r ~ f ~ o n a l  exhibithg instiMions rather than 

restricted to the home and community exhibitions- 

For thousands o f  years, cloth has been the "notebook that recorded the woes and 

joys, hopes, visions, and aspirations of women'" Despite the transformation of  the quilt 

throughout the last hvo centuries, women have continued to use them as sources of 

solace, pleasure, inspiration, empowerment, and resistance. Through the production of 

quilts, women have firlfilled the needs of  their family, advanced and broadened their role 

in society, altered the definition of the "ideal" woman and the "ideal" quilt, and critiquecl 

socio-pol itical realities affecting today ' s womea Beyond the quilt 's ability to affect 

women's lives, they exude influence within several sites including the home, societal 

belie f systems, museums, literature, popular culture, the body (health), and pol itical 

debate. The range o f  identities encompassed by a quilt, either as a cultural artifact, 

political emblem, or  fine art objecf have much to oRer artists, art historians, witers, 

historians, and activists. From quilts, we c m  extract information to uncover aspects of  

women's social history. We can employ quilts as -creative vehicles to express 

3Elizabeth Wayland Barber, Women7s Work: The First 20.000 Years. Womea Cloth and 
Societv in Eadv Times (New York and London: WW. Norton, 1994): 256. 



contemporary art trends. We can also beneft fiom their ability to expose hidden reaiities 

and voice concems related to women's health and welfiire. This expanduig fiamework 

broadens the quilt discoune and ushen in socio-political dialogue and diverse artistic, 

and theoretical practices. 
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Fig. 1 Four-Patch, p i e d  quilt, made about 18 10, probab1y in the Johnson family, 
Collingwood Cumberland County, wooi, 188 x 168 [Scott Robson and Sharon 
MacDonald, Old Nova Scotian Ouib : 46.1 



Fig. 2 Hexaeons, piecd quilt top, made about 18 10, probably Halifax, cotton, 238 x 192 
[Scott Robson and Sharon hkDondd, Old Nova Sootian Ouilts : 47.1 
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Fig 3 Margaret Sawyer, Networkinq 1989. 
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Fig. 4 Margaret Sawyer, Breaking With Tradition, 1994. 
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Fig. 5 Janet Pope, Soider Weaves The World, 199 1, unbleached cotton, black 
broadcloth and twill tape, 74 x 86.4. 



Fig. 6 Barbara Carter, Mother and Daughter (The Legacy), 1990, band-stitched polyester 
and cotton, quilt batts, stretched on wooden fiames 55.5 x 66. [Courtesy of the 
artist] 



Fig. 7 Lois Wilby-Hooper, Don't M e  Waves, 1995. 
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Fig. 8 Janet Pope, T r a d  Birds. Free Birds, 1993. 
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Fig. Barbara Carter, Home is Not Alwavs Sweet, 1990,l 
cotton. 



Fig. 1 O Lois Wilby-Hooper, Sue Anonymous, 1993. 
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Fig. 1 1 Lois Wilby-Hooper, Down and Down, 1994. 
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Fig. 12 Lois Wilby-Hwper, Now You Don? Have Me, 1995. 
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